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Dedication
This book is dedicated to the thousands of professionals who are part of the Family Office Club
community. Without the investors providing insights on stage, and those raising capital your participating over the last 14 years, we wouldn’t have PitchDecks.com division or event half of the insights
we are providing in this book. . I hope that for those of you new to our business, this book will serve
as a doorway into the
investor club and as an
example of our “add
value first” mentality,
which is the best way to
grow investor relationships and close deals.
Our industry is
packed full of professionals who pitch first
and ask for capital from
strangers.
The best
way to build a business
however is complete
opposite approach, and
that is something consistent you will see
throughout this book.
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Disclaimer
You should never act on any casual advice or strategies from a book without first getting counsel
from a compliance or legal attorney. For that reason, if you get advice to try out a new structure,
pitching strategy, marketing strategy, or tactic in our work or any other publication, always be careful
to seek professional help before acting on it. Some attorneys will just say no to everything you ask
them to do. Whatever industry you’re in, I’m sure you have competitors that have websites, speak at
events, or go on TV. They go on the radio, or they have a podcast. If they can do it, there’s probably
a route to do it in a way that’s totally clean and legit. I would never, ever, for those of you who know
me, suggest that you do something that is really gray or is going to potentially get you in trouble but
the opposite of that—you should find the documented, compliance-approved path to do it. The question to ask if someone is saying no to everything is not “Can we do it?” but instead “How could we
do it?”—because I see five of my competitors doing it, and they are big firms. They’re definitely not
just hiding in the shadows as a little one-man shop that regulators don’t care to go after and don’t
want to make an example of. I think that is something to dig into.
Specifically, if you are in the U.S., I would look into 506c SEC registration, 506b, potential
qualified exclusions for single investor deals or funds of certain types, and a careful review of fund
versus broker-dealer/FINRA versus RIA options.
If you need legal help, we would recommend you touch base with Charles Wilson at one of our
live events, or you may email him directly at Charles.Wilson@immixlaw.com Charles is my brother
who worked at the Family Office Club for several years, he helps negotiate and structure our company’s and my personal investments currently including 4 deals we closed in 2020.
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Introduction

The goal of this book is to get through as many strategies and approaches to your materials, structuring
your pitch, and positioning your pitch as possible within under 150 pages of text. After writing many
books I find that many professionals don’t want to carry around a 300-page book these days, and they are
less likely to ever read it even if they purchase it. In fact if you do not want to read this book at all but get
a very high level overview of what should go into your pitch deck, teaser, and investor marketing materials
simply email Andres@FamilyOffices.com and we can send you our 1 hour Investment Pitch Prep Webinar
so you can watch that instead or in addition to reading this book. The main goal is equip you with this
information whether it is through a book, live workshop, or recorded webinar.
In this book I will cover many different strategies, ideas, and perspectives. Some of them you’ll be
able to use right away today, and some of them you’ll be able to use at every meeting you go to moving
forward. Some of them you may have wished you would have known when you got started. Nevertheless,
I would encourage you to try to get them in place, even if you have been around for five or ten years as
an organization already and need to tweak your brand or your approach in some fashion.
This book is meant for investment managers, companies raising capital, wealth advisors and multifamily offices, real estate syndicators, placement agents, and independent sponsors. Also, at least once per
chapter, I will direct you to a few of our videos that you can use as an extended resource for specialized
information on topics and strategies that we will cover on the strategies you decide to implement.
Before we jump into the strategies and suggestions, I want to provide some context as to what qualifies us to know what to put into a pitch deck and prepare materials to show to investors. Here is the
experience we are relying upon to write this book:

1. I have met with 2,500+ investors face to face over the past 14 years while hosting 150 of my
own live events in the industry and speaking at over 250 total events in 14 countries. We
survey investors on stage and ask for their preferences on pitch materials, teasers, how to be
approached, and what works and doesn’t work to get their attention.
2. We work on a retainer basis with clients to create their pitch decks, one-pagers, websites,
logos, copy, targeting strategies, lead gen strategies, etc., through our retainer-based investor
relations marketing agency called PitchDecks.com and have served 100+ clients there.
3. I have helped put together 100 private investor and ultra-wealthy family wealth solutions
called family offices, and we closed on $130M of deals and assets managed last year alone.
We currently have 297 investors signed under our direct investment agreements.
4. Each year our team trades emails with 50,000+ professionals who are all raising capital or
investors looking for deal flow. This is in the normal course of business of running our investor club called the Family Office Club (www.FamilyOffices.com).
5. I have reviewed over 10,000 deal pitches in teaser and/or pitch deck format in the last 13
years, and I have hosted over 50 live, full-day workshops on investor relations, marketing
materials, capital raising, and influence, and at each of these, we get to interact with those
raising capital—seeing who is doing very well and who is struggling to make it.
What is most interesting when thinking over these five perspectives above is considering what everyone does wrong when they start raising capital that everyone learns not to do after three to five years.
Another way of saying it is that those who are bad at working with investors and raising capital do a lot
of the same things, and those who are raising $10M, $25M, or $100M+ a year also do much of the same
things. We see this come out on stage at our annual event called CapitalCon, where we feature 25 professionals on stage each year in a single day. They get 12 minutes each to share their secret sauce on how
they have raised $100M+ in their career. It is fascinating to see what is repeated by almost all of the
speakers (probably a hint that you should be doing that) and then also how even those are some of the best
capital raisers in the world, having raised $10B or $20B+ in capital, they still typically have to reach out
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to 200–300 investors to find 10–15 to close a deal. That shows how challenging it is to raise capital and
how even the best need to work the numbers and need every advantage possible working for them.
That is what this book is about—to point out 30+ strategies, tactics, and tools to equip you to have an
edge over others competing directly against you for investor attention and capital.
Besides golden threads that tie together the best at raising capital, I also look for white space or gaps
in the market—low-hanging fruit. So if investors all prefer or are asking for something but nobody is
providing it, even though it costs very little or nothing to put into place, why is that? We are going to give
several examples of these blind-spot opportunities throughout the book. If you have more time than money
at this point, these are the ideas that will give you the best ROI on your time investment. When I started
the Family Office Club 14 years ago in my studio basement apartment in Harvard Square, I had less money
in my bank account than I owed for rent that month after I quit my job, so I didn’t have the luxury of
advertising or spending money on anything else. This has taught me to appreciate strategies that are resourceful, only take your time, or just take intentionality and focus to help you get momentum.
We have asked participants to raise their hand at our events after we ask, “How many of you get
100 emails a day?” Everyone’s hands went up at our conferences.

Then we said to the investors, “How many
pieces of educational material, just a page or two
long, that is of value have you received? It’s not
pitching you something, not selling you something,
and not getting you to sign up for something. It’s
just purely value. Of those, how many of those
pieces of education do you get in the physical postal
mail each day?” No hands went up. We have asked
this question at many events now, including our investor relations workshop in London, New York,
and Singapore. The results are always the same. If
investors consistently say they want insight, value
first, and a relationship first, why isn’t everyone doing this when it costs just $1/month to put
something in the mail for each of your top 50 or 300
investors? There is no good answer to that, unless
you literally don’t have $50/month to spend on dripping value and building a relationship with your top
50 leads.
To show you an example of exactly what we
send out to investors in printed format in a blue flat
envelope with our family crest return label branding, please see the image to the right. The point of
sending this is to stand out from the competition,
add value first, remind them we exist, show the various dimensions of thought leadership and insights we
can provide, and provide context to however they first heard of us. This de-risks our emails and voicemails
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getting ignored; it gets shared among family members, and compared to even a short email, it gets read
more often, in our experience. This softens the ground to plant a relationship. This alone is not going to
get us many calls and agreements signed without proactive reach out, but it helps greatly. If you are not
using this strategy now, I would recommend you implement this with at least your top 50–100 leads, and
the recommended level would be your top 300 leads but not more than 1,000.
Another takeaway out of the 30 strategies I’m going to share with you is using video. We have asked
many investors on stage at our events who would prefer that pitch materials had a one- to three-minute
video of the founder articulating their approach and unique value in their space. Everyone prefers seeing
that than not; who they are working with matters more than the potential investment returns for most
investors. Out of over 340 pitch decks that we’ve reviewed for Family Office Club charter members,
we’ve seen only three companies use video in their pitch deck. None of them was a video from their
founder that articulated their strategy for a couple minutes. That costs almost nothing to put together. If
you want to see an example of it, go to www.Centimillionaires.com. You’ll see one of me introducing
myself, turning to a whiteboard, and then drawing out what our business model is at Centimillionaire
Advisors. You can use this template for yourself or come up with your own approach, but you should
probably have something such as this in place.

Note: My video example here is not amazing or greatly produced, the lighting is not perfect, and I’m not
a Tony Robbins-like energetic speaker, but it is exponentially better than not having a video like this at
all. Let your competition worry about perfectly produced CNBC-quality video content, and they will never
create anything while you run
circles around them.
The third white space idea I
want to share is the use of text
messages. Studies show that
emails only have an 8% open rate
on average; if you are great with
an engaged list, you may get 12–
25% open rates, but many lists get
1–5%. Text messages get a 93%
open rate on average. Most people
don’t use text messages while
raising capital. You should get
permission or know someone
very well, allow people to opt out,
and see what laws there are in
your area to abide by concerning using text messages, but it helps get the attention of others much faster
than email. Also, you can send Dropbox links to video content or YouTube links via text message, and as
long as the video is short, it can help get something watched as well.
One of my mentors is Dan Sullivan, and he says there are two types of knowledge in the world:
specialized knowledge and worthless knowledge. Through studying the best practices of those raising
capital whether that is at the Family Office Club or another community, you can help you develop deep
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specialized knowledge that is highly valued in the areas of raising capital, investor relations, family offices, and investment marketing materials. This book is being written and sold at our cost of doing so to
help provide you with specialized knowledge on investor relations marketing materials and strategies
around using them, such as the three ideas above, so you can make further progress every quarter. The
more genuine value you get from this book, the better for us because, selfishly, we know you are more
likely to join the Family Office Club, come to our investor summits, use our investor databases, or engage
our team for help on your materials. We know some of you never will do any of those things, but our
intention here is to add as much value as possible. If we’re not giving you a lot of value, you’re not going
to come back, and then we’re wasting both our time and yours. That intention is our competitive moat
protecting us from publicly traded companies that may want to spend $5M a year and dedicate some
cubicle jockeys to come into our niche, but just as you have likely experienced in your own space, nothing
replaces a decade plus of hard, focused work with passion, constant contributions, and lessons learned.
Upon completing this book, we want you to take those first two or three ideas on using video, direct
mail, and text messages as well as all the other ideas we’re going to set forth. If you just combine five to
ten of these strategies, you’ll have an unfair advantage over all other capital raisers because almost nobody
wants to do those things. Nobody is doing them currently in real time, only three percent or less of your
competition. None of your competition under $1B in assets is using every strategy that we recommend in
this book.

Like the grizzly bear that’s positioned themselves at a waterfall where the salmon are
jumping toward him, you can be in a stronger
position based on the information we’re going
to provide you here. You have to figure out
where the fish are swimming and position
yourself for that so the opportunities, deal flow,
or investors are coming toward you instead of
you chasing them with a big investment of energy and few results to show for it.
Everything we suggest in this book is something that we do every day and have done to
build our $5M a year business here at the Family Office Club. For example, we created the
Family Office Club, host investor summits, give
away books to investors, etc., to have a system that attracts investors to us systematically and routinely
that are prequalified to work with. My early mentors were Jeffrey Gitomer, Eben Pagan, Brian Tracy, Dan
Kennedy, Dan Sullivan, Joe Polish, Dean Jackson, and Douglas Maclean—and they all taught me to attract
business versus chasing it.
At the Family Office Club and in this book, you’ll see we recommend that you take a holistic approach to
capital raising. What does that mean? It means you’re in the right communities. You focus on positioning.
You have proactive reach-outs to qualified leads. You acquire choke points. When possible and appropriate, you operate within the business that you are raising capital for or running an investment firm in so
you have extra insight and information.
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Investor Targeting
Targeting the right investors is one of the
very first things you need to get right in order
to be more effective. You cannot have great
customized materials that uniquely appeal to
and attract the best potential investors for you if
they are generic and not customized to their
needs, level of sophistication, and what they
care about most. This leads to the question then,
what type of an investor should you be targeting?
To the right is a picture of the investor pyramid. If you are just starting out, you’re likely
not going to raise a billion dollars if you’ve never raised capital before. In fact, we had a new
PitchDecks.com client, and during the onboarding call, they said, “We have never raised capital, but we
are aiming to raise $500M.” I told them they were wasting their money with us; they wouldn’t get it done.
It is better to aim for singles and doubles, get momentum, and then up your game to raise larger amounts
of capital versus going from never playing football to trying to play in the NFL.
Likewise, if you are trying to raise capital for a start-up operating business or first-time fund, you are
usually not going to go to an endowment fund, a pension fund, or other types of institutional investors,
because those organizations are typically writing $25–100 million checks to their clients. Sovereign
wealth funds don’t get out of bed in the morning for less than $100 million at the very least per deal. So
it’s important to match up who you’re targeting size-wise with the right type of investor and then narrow
it down further to the actual knowledge that’s in the brain of that type of investor.

You need to figure out the most appropriate size and type of investor and then hopefully be able to
go a layer or two deeper than that. In other words, it’s not just as simple as going to endowment funds.
It’s endowment funds in your region or that investor in real estate. It’s not just going to private investors.
It’s private investors that happen to own a dental or medical practice, have an exit in the manufacturing
space, or invest in fintech all the time. So if you are raising capital for Chinese venture capital investments
targeting private investors of Chinese descent or have a spouse from China, who do business in China, are
based in China, or are part of an organization such as Chinese Chamber of Commerce of New York City
or Harvard Alumni Association of China would all be ways to raise that capital faster. Likewise, if you
are raising capital for a healthcare investment, going to those investors local to you, local to the investment, or, most importantly, who have had an exit in healthcare will help you get the deal done. These
investors can add strategic value, will get what you are doing faster, and can move through due diligence
with more ease. In short, they will close more often and more quickly.
Lots of people say, “Well, we raise capital from all types of investors, so this
doesn’t apply to us.” Well, it does, and if you don’t dial it in, then you’re not really
making your materials extra meaningful for anyone. What an endowment fund
wants to see is totally different than the high-net-worth investor. If you don’t know
where to go to find your ideal prospect, then you haven’t defined who they are.
It’s just like the medicine you might see at a pharmacy called “Arthriten” for arthritis pain or “Excedrin” for a migraine. You want to figure out the very specific
investor type you’re going after so you can dial everything in to what they value
most. How do they want to structure things? What fees are they open to? This will get you dialed in so
they feel like it’s made very specifically for them. If you follow our previous events and books, you probably have heard this in our work. It’s part of a strategic advantage, and it only costs you some time, focus,
and intentionality. We follow our own advice here and have a division catering to dentist and doctor
investors, and a funnel around the niche of both centimillionaires ($100M+ net worth families), and those
who want to start a family office. We have spent 1,000+ hours building for those three niches over time.
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Capital Sources & Structures
I recorded a short video in
Mumbai on potential capital
sources and structures to keep
in mind, and you can watch
this in just a few short minutes
here:
http://PitchDecks.com/Sources
Positioning Fundamentals
Most people say, “We’re a
long/short hedge fund,” “We’re
a lower middle market private
equity firm,” “We’re a fintech
company,” “We are an operating business hoping to grow to a $5 million valuation,” etc. None of that
means anything because there are 5,000 people saying it. You look and sound like everyone else when
you take that generic approach to describing what you do.

It’s like going to a crowded beach. You’re looking at a
picture of 5,000 people to the left. If you had someone asking
you, “Who’s the smartest, the tallest, the youngest, or the
oldest person here?” it just looks like a mob. You can’t tell.
You need to define your investor set right and define your
position in the marketplace. You know yourself well enough.
You know the competition. You know what investors you’re
targeting. Then you know the gaps between that trifecta. You
can identify a sandbox that has no other players or just one
or two other players in your city, region, or even nationally
that are playing that same game. You’ll have a powerful position to play off of, and everything is going to have more
momentum once you have that. Very few of the 6,500 professionals flowing through our 30 live events a
year take the time to do this. They come up and say, “Hi, I run a ‘commercial real estate investment firm,’”
and it means nothing.
Once you have this down, you need to develop a way to describe your position in a single sentence.
This is something we talk about in some of our books and at some of our events. You have to have a
crystal clear one-liner on exactly what you do that shows your strength, credibility, and background to be
different than your competitors but very well customized for the exact investor type that you’re going
after. If it’s a family office, they might love direct investments and less blind pool funds, where they can’t
see what is being invested in yet. If it’s an institution, they might only do direct investments through coinvestment rights after they’ve already conducted due diligence on a fund. As an institution, they can’t
move quickly enough or conduct due diligence deal by deal. They usually need to make bigger allocations,
but they appreciate co-investment rights. We’ll show you a couple examples of one-liners in a later chapter, but it is important to start thinking this through as the positioning and one-liner need to be aligned.
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One last comment before we get started
on the main content of the book… To the right
is a picture of my wife and three daughters. I
could have spent extra time with them, but I
wrote this book instead. Your time is worth
far more than whatever you spent to get this
book.
I don’t want to waste your time, and if
this book is not valuable to you, I have wasted
all of my time writing it. We are aligned in
this way, so please take down a few notes in
each chapter to take action on, reach out to us
with questions, mark pages up, share ideas
with your team, and let us know if something is hard to implement since we are here to support you. We
want you to take a lot of action and make changes based on what you read here.
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SECTION ONE: Pitch Materials
While you are reading a book called “Pitch Decks” it would be a failure to strictly talk only about
pitch decks. If you think you need a pitch deck, you don’t, you need a pitch deck, plus a teaser, plus a
one-liner, plus strategies to keep in mind. In other words you need much more than simply a pitch deck
if you are raising capital or working to close deals. It is a rookie mistake to think you do not in almost
every case.
The first section of this book will cover the 15 pitch material components. These are going to be
things you can have in place that will help you when pitching to investors. Then in the next section after
discussing pitch materials we will cover marketing assets that you can and probably should have in
place. Those together are going to help you get more investor leads and be able to pitch them more effectively.
First off, it’s important that when you’re putting your materials together, you just keep in mind that
no matter what you invest in or are raising capital for, everything is really about building trust and high
conviction with the investor. How do you make it so that you are unique? You are always going to be
pitching to a unique set of investors, so what unique due diligence or questions will they most likely be
conducting so you can prepare? What’s in your data room (secure online file folder with due diligence
details), what’s in your materials, and how are you going to get their attention and de-risk it as a process?
A lot of investing is about de-risking and just making sure that at the end of the day, the thing that’s being
shown to them looks like something they can get their arms around, understand, and really move forward
with in terms of value.
One last note about preparing materials: Investors typically do not invest in things they do not understand, and the more valuable the potential investor, typically the busier and more sophisticated they are,

and it may be harder to get their attention. This is why you need every advantage possible to attract, meet
with, add value to, and then convert them into clients or investors.
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Chapter 1: Brand Name and Logo

Positioning Spectrum
There are four
levels of positioning
that I see among most
who are raising capital. You can look at
this at the brand name
level only, the brand
and logo taken in combination, or the brand,
the logo, and your one
liner. Most of you
have a brand with
some sort of logo already in place, but
how much thought
was put into your target investor, your
competitors’ offerings, and what makes you unique and powerful in your industry?
One rule of thumb is that no one’s ever going to take you more seriously than you take yourself. If
you have a clip art logo, a logo that looks like it was made in a high school design class, or a $50 logo
that you got for one hour of work from somebody you outsourced, it looks cheap. It makes it seem like
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you don’t take your own firm very seriously. It should go without saying that if you are emailing investors from a Gmail or Yahoo email address, you should stop that today and spend the $8 to get a domain
name, professional email address, etc., to make a better first impression. Too many getting started raising capital apparently don’t take themselves seriously yet are asking for others to invest $50k, $100k, or
$1M+.
Level 1 Branding: Level one is when you have a position that literally hurts your ability to meet
with investors or make progress: Your logo is bad and your brand name is so repulsive to some types of
investors that it actually hurts your ability to get in the gate. It just confuses them, and they think you’re
something bad. It just does not sound credible.
Level 2 Branding: Level two is just neutral. This is most people’s brands. If you’re called Wilson
Capital, no one has any idea what you do—or if it’s some Greek god that no one knows what they stand
for unless they look it up, and no one ever does except for your partner when you convinced them to
have that as your name. If you compare that to Scottsdale Multifamily or Doctors Family Office or PrivateEquity.com you can see with those names at least there is a hint if not a clear indication to what they
do and focus on. Many people use their last name, such as Wilson Capital, but besides those who already know you and would work with you regardless of your brand, nobody knows what you do, why
Wilson Capital exists, or what your strengths or focus are. No one really gets any meaning from that. It
just sits there on the shelf. It’s not sweating for you. It’s not working for you. It’s not giving you an advantage in the marketplace or more replies to emails. You want someone looking at your brand name
and logo, and if they are your target market, you want them to lean forward and know they should be
speaking with you further.

28
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Level 3 Branding: Level three is something that is helping you. It clearly identifies what you do.
This could be SoCal Self-Storage Partners, Texas Manufacturing Capital, Doctor’s Family Office, Stem
Cell Seed Partners, etc. Maybe the brand name doesn’t sound amazing, but at least people know their
buying self-storage in Southern California or that you acquire dental clinics in the state of New York,
etc. They have some hint at what you do and why they should work with you.
Level 4 Branding:
Level four branding means
that not only do they know
what you’re doing but they
want to work with you, it’s
compelling, and it sounds
unique and valuable. When
they look at your logo, the
brand, and the one-liner all
together, it really sucks them
in, makes them lean forward,
and looks like it was made
just for them. They think,
I’ve never seen anything with that before or I didn’t know something like this existed. They want to work
with you just based on that. We operated under Family Office Club for years, and when we started the
change to Wilson Conferences, we felt the slowdown in interest and quickly went back to Family Office
Club as it says what we do and implies a community. Other good names that we have seen in our community would be Collateralized Income Investments, Scottsdale Multifamily, Performance Patch, Better
Bath Better Body, Next Level Investment Club, and Drill Baby Drill. The first two talk about what they
could provide to investors, not just what they do, and the last one shows they focus on drilling for oil but
also includes a lighter name with some humor, which is almost non-existent anywhere in the investment
industry. The last thing you want to do is use a name that means nothing, stands for nothing, does not
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position you in any way, is not unique, is not dialed in to investors, doesn’t display your strengths or focus, and just sits there.
This is a night-and-day difference compared to looking at a pitch deck that says, “XYZ Capital” on
the front page and maybe a date. The next page is a disclosure, followed by a table of contents. The firm
doesn’t have a teaser, and you’re on page five or six and still don’t know what the firm does or why you
should care that they exist. The one-liner logo and brand alone should make them want to set up a meeting with you, and you can use that one-liner on every voicemail, phone call, email, top of your teaser,
and front page of your pitch deck.
I heard some participants at our capital raising workshops say, “Oh, well, we’re not large enough to
have a one-liner or a nice brand.” It’s silly not to have it. If you’re not serious enough to get this in
place, then don’t have an investment firm or go out trying to raise capital, with the only exception being
those that have an operating business like a consumer products company that is not an investment firm.
Even in that case, hopefully your product brand and names are dialed in to your potential customers then
instead of investors.
We sometimes get hands raised at our Pitch Prep Workshops when we give this advice, and people
ask, “Well how come there are all these $1B+ investment firms with bad names that are ABC Capital or
Wilson Capital-type approaches?” We are not saying you will for sure fail if you don’t put positioning in
place, but if you are reading this book, you are not raising $100M+ a year most likely and are looking
for momentum. Why not have your positioning be superior to have one more little edge for better email
response rates, more call backs, and better interactions every day while raising capital? Sometimes we
even ask investors, and they say, “Oh, we don’t care about the brand or marketing of an investment
firm.” In the next breath, however, they will say they have 15 seconds to decide if you are credible,
unique, compelling, and a source of value or a waste of time. Those two things can’t both exist at the
30
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same time. When they think “marketing,” they are thinking of branded pens, fancy animated graphics, or
Prezi presentations; we are talking about effective messaging; clear, distinct value-add approaches; and
strong positioning as the group that provides the most value to a specific set of investors.
The other objection we get is from someone saying they can’t make a change because then they
would have to spend $20 reprinting business cards and spend two hours updating their materials. Or they
say they can’t change because they have already closed 12 investors or raised $2M or $200M. That is
fine—there is always a reason not to improve things—but if you want more momentum, this helps.
There was even a $10 billion in assets under management wealth advisory shop that said on stage at our
annual Family Office Super Summit three years ago that they decided to inform their 300+ clients that
after eight years they were changing their name to something more meaningful and effective. They have
since grown to $26 billion in assets and haven’t looked back. If they can make that change, you can as
well.
Here you can compare before and after for brands. First is Access Loans. It started out with the brand
here that you can see, the green and blue—I thought the colors clashed a little bit. I didn’t think it was
excellent-looking for a fintech company that’s run by a high-horsepower CEO, so when I became investor
#2 in the company, I helped them improve their branding. You can see the difference a first impression
can make with an investor. If you look at one and then look at the other, you can see the difference in
credibility, confidence, and professionalism.
With Access Loans, they had a different
brand name, “That Is It Loans,” to communicate that their process was simple, but they
moved before launch to a simpler and clearer
name that actually says what they do—that at
the end of the day, they’re providing direct-toconsumer access to capital, to money, and that’s why they chose the Access name versus a longer one.
The best brand names I have heard say what you do, where you do it, how you do it, what aspect is most
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appealing to investors (like collateralized income), or what makes you unique or compelling. Notice the
first impression for a tech-oriented fintech company of the logo on the left vs. the right. Also, we had to
hunt down the owner of AccessLoans.com and pay a small premium for that domain name so we weren’t
stuck with AccessLoan.com but it was worth it for sure, and our team and the CEO of the company are
happy with the results and their now $10M+ valuation and success serving 1,000’s of clients since that
launch. In the next chapter you will read about one-liners, they recently used their one-liner to reach out
to over 100 banks and are in conversations with several regarding a national banking partnership.
The other example is with a
PitchDecks.com client called CRE Construction Partners. You can see that
example here. It has a lion head with the
wings, and Dynastic Development was the
name. You don’t know if they’re developing software, real estate, or companies;
doing business development; or something else. Instead of a logo like that, we instead came up with a
confident blue logo for CRE Construction Partners. They work with independent sponsors as well as investors and large companies, doing large construction real estate projects, and they are growing their
investment track record with that expertise in joint venture and CO-JV-type deals. For them, that name
serves them and attracts people to them.
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Here are some more logo examples. In the real estate space, there are so many clip art real estate
buildings, so make it clear what you do in your brand name.
In the logo, have something that drives home your value,
your geography, or something that’s unique about how you
structure your work. Abner from our investor club attends
our NYC events often, and he will tell you that Harlem Real
Estate Holdings, as a brand name, has spiked his deal flow
in the area immediately after changing to that brand. TargaCell is a stem cell client that offers a heart treatment
solution. Doctor’s Family Office is a division of our investor
advisory work; importantly, this shows you that we believe
in what we are telling you. We chose a logo that was obviously health/doctor/medicine related and named it after who
we are serving. The last example above is from a firm doing equipment leasing investments that produce
income for investors. We onboarded them as a client at PitchDecks.com, and he mentioned that investors
come to him to get secure income with collateral behind it. We came up with the name Collateralized
Income Investments, and he says it has made a big difference in how investors perceive his offering.
The type of name and logo should be customized to your investor set, challenges, strengths, and
competitors. Even though some groups in oil and gas, for example, use the oil droplet or oil machinery
over and over again, if you are going to a certain type of investor, it may be the exact type of symbol you
want to use to avoid confusion and make it very clear what you do.
The final comment of this chapter is to remember that a specific approach to a valuable audience type
is going to be more appealing than a generic approach. In many cases, I have tried to help investment
firms specialize a bit more, but even when they are raising practically no money or having a hard time
doing so, they want to stay generic. They are afraid of losing out on investors they don’t have yet, and
they are afraid of turning off the 5–20% of their customers that don’t fit the niche area they may rebrand
into, etc. This is a common worry, but logically, if you do not have momentum, then you will have to
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implement several new ideas to get things moving; focusing is one that commonly works to help gain
traction.
Now that we have discussed your branding from a logo and naming perspective, we want to move on
to narrowing down your offering to investors to a single sentence.
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Chapter 2: The One-Liner

In this chapter, we will share a couple lessons that we have learned on one-liners so you can craft one
of your own that will help you be more effective every day. What we’re seeing most of the time is simply
that most people just don’t have one. This is not a $100,000 cost to put into place; you don’t need to have
$1M+ in revenue or $100M in assets to get it done. If investors all want to know what you do in a compelling single sentence, which costs nothing but your time to put together, why wouldn’t everyone have
one of these?
When they do have one, it’s not a one-liner. It’s one paragraph about what they do. What we’ve found
that’s most important is that when you’re putting this together, it’s tangible, compelling, unique, and verifiable. You should say something that no one else is saying—or almost nobody else is saying—but even
better is saying something that no one else can say.
There’s a technology company we were just working with on their one-liner last quarter. They have
over 20 professionals on their team. They’re a relatively young company, but I put the 20 team members
into their one-liner because that is unique about them; this way they don’t look like a start-up and people
know this is a serious fintech company.
Another business owner who we helped put together a one-liner for has started $100M valuation
platforms. He’s now starting a third one, but he’s more motivated because it’s his own platform. We put
that history into the one-liner. He thought it was almost a little bit too bold, but it’s the truth, and it is why
their investors who have come in to date have decided to invest. He has since completed his capital raise
at a great eight-figure valuation for a young company.
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You want the one-liner to help you wear on your sleeve the tangible things that say exactly what you
are providing as a service and what value you have. We helped a client design a one-liner that says he’s
closed 437 distressed mortgage notes over 13 years. That’s very tangible, and someone who’s just starting
out, even if they’re backed with a $10M seed investment or $100M, they can’t say that one-liner. They
can and should.
You want to find things like that—things that are dialed in to your investor, different than your competition, unique to your strengths, and shows off what is best. Why do people take meetings with you, and
why do they invest? Or why does everybody have an objection? What are people most afraid of? Just kill
that objection right in your brand name or right in the one-liner.
We recently came up with a one-liner for one of our holdings, PrivateEquity.com. We provide direct
investment opportunities to private investors through our RIA called Centimillionaire Advisors. We didn’t
want a first impression for the average private investor worth $2M–$30M to be that they were too small
to look at our opportunities. To accomplish this, we repurposed our website and came up with this oneliner: PrivateEquity.com: 5 Minute Registration. No Cost to Join. 290+ Members Strong.
I want to break down why we chose that one-liner. First of all, it adds credibility to show we have
290 + registered investors at our company. It shows we are not a startup, that we are not new, and that we
are not lost as to how to add value to investors or know what they want. We mention the ease of joining
as our target investor is extremely busy. We also mention that is is free to further reduce the friction and
not scare them away by making this seem like a “big” decision to get started. We want them to lean
forward, complete the form and register with us as an investor. It is important to think through why each
word should be in the one-liner. What is it doing for you? How can you cut out words not needed? Where
is there potential confusion? What is everyone else saying, and how do you stand out against that backdrop?
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The best one-liner says things your competitors are not saying or can’t say because they don’t have
your experience or team, or it focuses on what investors really want and are looking for. The worst ones
are generic, non-tangible, not verifiable, boring, long, or confusing. You want to show your depth of
expertise, connections, experience, assets managed, transactions executed, or investors worked with over
time.
We often have participants at our events submit their one-liners for our investors on stage to rate
them, and most get moderate to poor ratings even though those that submitted them knew they were going
to be graded on their effectiveness and had time to submit them before the event.
Here’s an example of our client TargaCell. TargaCell’s one-liner was “the next generation of stem
cell delivery.” I don’t really know what that means. That could be a therapy clinic. Are you injecting
professional athletes and putting stem cells into their knees? Is this something surgical? Are you literally
a supply chain delivering stem cells around the world and gathering those in a foreign country? I’m not
sure.
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What they’re actually doing is using proprietary proteins to deliver stem cells to damaged heart tissue, so we rewrote it from “the next generation of stem cell delivery” to “a non-invasive stem cell
delivery system using proprietary proteins to repair damaged hearts.” Somebody hears that, sees their
heart logo, and see this TargaCell, they’ll know what they do. Interestingly, our client here was at an
event. They asked for volunteers to stand up in front of the whole 300-person conference and say what
they do.
Because they had this ready, they were able to stand up and say that in front of the whole audience
and get additional connections. Their exact words were “It was awesome.” They told us right afterward
and were very excited by it. Recently they also used their one-liner to connect with someone at a Family
Office Club workshop to help them raise their next round of capital.
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Really, the main motivation for creating your one-liner is not for a random chance to say it at a conference but to use it on every voicemail, email, teaser, pitch deck, etc.
Three Trust Curves
Whenever you close any deal, there
are three trust curves you must be moving up. We cover this in a few of our
other workshops. Essentially, you have
to move investors up the trust curve with
you and your team, leadership, the industry, and the exact individual
investment opportunity.
For TargaCell, someone might
know the stem cell industry very well. They might even be familiar with the exact opportunity to invest
in the company, and they can get it quickly. They’re local to you and can get to know the opportunity, but
maybe they just need to know your team better. It’s all about meeting in person, sharing the expertise, the
high-quality members of your team, etc. Other times, you can just go to people who know you very well.
This is why people start with friends and family for capital raising; you can raise almost all the capital you
need. If you run dry on that, then you should look at people that already know your industry or people that
are local to you so they can get to know your team and the opportunity more quickly.
If you’re going into meetings and they don’t know you or your industry and they’re not local to you
or local to the opportunity, you are dead in the water. If this is where all of your potential investors are on
the trust curves, you are probably living a painful existence right now. I would minimize meetings where
you’re going in at the bottom of all these trust curves. If you can get high up one or two of these, it will
supplement for the fact that one or two of the others are lower. It’s critical, and you can use that going
into every meeting to focus your energy.
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Trust Is Everything
Please click on the link below or visit http://PitchDecks.com/Trust if you are reading this in printed
format to watch our short video on the importance of trust.
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One question we’ve received before is whether a deck should include superior structure or investment
terms details. The answer is yes, for sure you should. If you think it’s one of your strong suits, it could
even be in your one-liner if you’re sure you’re going to be consistently offering that. I think it makes it
less of a wide negotiation if you can be very clear on what your terms are going to be and what the
advantages of working with you are going to be. That said, if you are working with entrepreneurial ultrawealthy investors or sophisticated single family offices they may want to negotiate custom terms you may
or may not want to put your terms and fees in the deck if they are average.
Persuasive Writing
This book wouldn’t be complete without mentioning persuasive writing, which is called by professionals in that space “copywriting.” The ability to write in a way that gets people to take action is more
valued today than ever before due to the volume of emails, social media, and fast headlines we all read
throughout our day. The difference in writing something in an impactful way versus not is the difference
between your follow-up email with an investor being seen as spam and archived right away or a 50% to
500% better open rate or response rate in some cases. We have sent some emails with a 2–5% open rate
and others with a 50% open rate. This is a topic that after attending 250 live investment conferences and
events, I have never heard anyone bring up at a single event.
The fact that nobody is talking about this is what makes it powerful. Most professionals running investment firms came from an investment field, real estate, financial modeling, or deal negotiation, not
marketing and sales. This means we are all inherently not aware of even basic Marketing 101 fundamentals. This is why so many investments firms have names that mean nothing and why some of those
producing pitch decks have 45- to 75-page-long decks, bad or nonexistent logos, and no one-liners or a
very long paragraph version of one.
I have read a dozen books on copywriting, attended multi-day workshops on the topic, and studied under
Eben Pagan, Joe Polish, Dean Jackson, Dan Kennedy, Gary Halbert, John Carlton, and Frank Kern. I know
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most of you are too busy to deep dive into this area, so here are some best practices to keep in mind that
will put you far ahead of the competition:
1. Headlines: The headline is key. I interviewed Brian Tracy, an author of 83 books, for our podcast
about what he has learned and how investment industry professionals could benefit from it. He
said the title of the book, the headline of your email, or the title of your speech are most critical.
If you nail that, you attract the right audience and get hired based on that positioning; if you are
off, it is a waste of energy. The headline of a website, the subject line of an email, the front page
of your deck—all of these are critical to dial in so you “sell them” on turning the page, reading
more, and engaging with your content so they will engage with you directly. Without a great
headline, nothing else you say or write matters as they have moved on.
2. Story Telling: A best practice of copywriting is to tell stories versus give bullet points. In other
words, if you have a case study, a business creation story, an example of why you turn down most
investment deals that your competitors are doing, etc., it will be stronger than simply relaying
facts or saying you are the best because of A, B, C. Stories have more context and position you in
a more credible, natural, authentic way.
3. Personalize: Increase response rates by personalizing your whole investment firm or company.
This is true for attracting operating either business clients or investors. We do this with
PitchDecks.com; we are specialized in working with those raising capital who typically all need
a pitch deck and much more. We do this with investors with Doctor’s Family Office; we are part
of a few dentist and doctor investor clubs, and we have deep healthcare deal flow and investments
into conservative cash-flowing or high-income investments as well as projects such as an expanding a chain of dental clinics. When someone sees that focus just on dentists and doctors, we have
relevant deal flow to that they know we are equipped to help them better than the average firm
would be, just like a German car mechanic would be more familiar with your Mercedes engine
than ABC Auto Mechanic down the street. The more a message, offering, follow-up, helpful
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resource, introduction, or benefit can be specialized to an individual investor, or the more you can
shift your whole approach and position to attract the most profitable or frequent type of investor,
the better.
4. Objection Prediction: I learned early on that when having a conversation, writing an email, or
giving a talk, you want to think of what the prospect may be wondering, worried about, or challenging in their head and not saying. If you focus on one type of investor 80% of the time (I hope
you do), then you can customize everything that you say and do and where you do it. You can
also know what their common headaches, worries, fears, and challenges are and address those up
front. A best practice in copywriting is to address the elephant in the room that others may leave
alone and take it down as an objection. Eben Pagan explained to me that it is like you are architecting a house, and as they walk down the hallways toward your offer, you close the windows,
don’t design an escape door, and lead them to the logical conclusion of moving forward.
5. Call to Action: There is a whole field of advertising related to copywriting called direct response,
which is using advertising that gets people to take action and do something as a result of seeing
an ad. As basic as that sounds, many ads just plant a brand. I just saw an investment banking
conference brochure, and two out of the three law firms in there paid for a one-page insert with
their logo and smiling faces, but there is no email address, phone number, or offer of anything of
value, just their law firm name on the page. That is close to worthless and an amateur mistake that
you should never make.
6. Test Everything: The field of copywriting and direct response testing is key and central to success. This means testing out copy, use of words, types of media, types of conferences, or even
geographical locations. We send out two versions of every email blast we write so we can see
what subject line pulls best and what gets the most clicks and can learn from that for our next
email blast. We also have tests running on 37 advertising campaigns currently. We have spent
$3.5M on advertisements on Google, LinkedIn, and Facebook, and 80%+ of our campaigns at any
one point in time are profitable. We are always testing out new campaigns as well. Within each
campaign we will have two to seven ads running on a certain demographic, topic, etc., with unique
ad copy.
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7. Catch Attention: You have to stay within the realm of credibility but use humor, images, vivid
words, and things that cause a “pattern interrupt” or disrupt their normal assumptions about what
is going to happen next when reading or consuming some piece of content. This “wakes up” the
consumer of information, makes it more memorable, and makes it less likely they will move on
in boredom or indifference.
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There are 100+ copywriting best practices and strategies, but since virtually nobody studies this in our
space, you can gain an edge if you just keep these seven
best practices in mind. If you get your investor avatar
focus down, use these seven strategies, have a great
brand name, and have a great one-liner, imagine the
difference that will make in email replies, reception by
your target investor type, and your general success rate
in closing investors.
To the right is the first advertisement I ever wrote, back
when I was 17 years old. At least it has pictures showing what I do and includes my contact details. Believe
it or not, many people in the investment world will create a one-pager (if they have one) without a single
picture, will forget to add their contact details, and will
have a brand name that means nothing, such as “Wilson Capital” or “Falcon Capital.” In copywriting, there
is something called an advertorial; while it looks like
an opinion piece by the magazine, it is really a planned
advertising asset. In modern times, these are labeled in
magazines as such so you can plainly see what is a real
article and what is a paid advertisement, but David Olgivy was famous for blurring that line. By writing
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something that came in under the radar as something
that wasn’t in your face selling you something but
giving you a review of the
details of a product, it helped
sell the product effectively.
Here is an example of one
such piece that really led to
the start of educational marketing as we know it today.
If you are reading these
chapters on redoing your
brand name, which you
most likely already had in
place, and why you need a
one-liner, please stop and
work on changes. Many
people gloss past this, and if you get nothing else from this book, get your brand name, image, and oneliner dialed in 100%. Investors want you to be clear about who you are serving, what value you add, etc.
Why should they have to work hard to even know what you invest in or what your company does?
That is bad for everyone, and they say that on stage every month at our investor club events. If you do
not take action, you will never benefit from this book, and that means you most likely won’t become a
member of our Family Office Club or engage our PitchDecks.com team as your investor relations agency.
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It is in both of our best interests that you jot down three to five bullet points on actions to take and email
those to yourself or your partner/team member so you can get those ideas in place. None of these ideas
cost money or fancy software; it is just about being more strategic and effective.
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Chapter 3: Pitch Deck Components
If you’re putting together your pitch deck, where should you focus most of the content? It should be
on the area where investors most likely need the most education. We spoke about the three trust curves
earlier. Where are your typical investors on those curves? If you’re going to people that already know
your industry and you’re in a simple industry like self-storage or apartments, don’t spend 12 slides on how
apartment buildings work and how they collect rent. Obviously, the more sophisticated, confusing, and
black box your strategy, the more you need to focus on the industry. For example, if you are in blockchain,
oil and gas royalties, FDA approval process-type biotech/pharma deals, complex hedge fund strategies,
etc., you need to focus more on making your approach and your area of investment very clear and easy to
understand.
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First off, your cover of
the pitch deck should have
your one-liner. Many pitch
decks start out with a logo
or title, a confidentiality
notice, a table of contents, a
big disclaimer slide, and
then an intro on your industry. I have been on page 7
of pitch decks and have had
no idea what a company
did, because their brand
didn’t give me a hint and
they didn’t bother to write a
one-liner and share that on
the cover page.
After the cover page
and any disclaimer the lawyers say you need, you should
talk about how the industry works and the problem and then go straight into what your solution and your
value add for that problem, your unique value process diagram, details of the opportunity, portfolio construction, risk management, and deal origination. Then add case studies, team bios, a timeline diagram
(which I’ll show you an example of), and structure of terms and fees; this sounds straightforward, but lots
of people forget to put these in their deck.
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We often get questions about whether to include your terms or fees in the deck or if you should leave
them out if you feel that is an edge for you. If your terms are good, then yes, for sure you should. If you
think they’re one of your strong suits, they could even be in your one-liner if you’re sure you’re going to
consistently be offering that. For example, if you have performance-fee-only fees, a high hurdle rate, or
an investor-friendly structure of some type, then you don’t want investors to miss that fact. It makes it less
of a wide negotiation if you can be very clear on what your terms are going to be and what the advantages
are going to be when working with you; the clearer, the better. If your terms and fees are average, you
may or may not want to put them in the deck. But as we brought up in the last chapter, you also have to
ask yourself—without being too creative—why do you want to have average terms? Is it because your
lawyer told you that is how “everyone” does it? Well, guess what, everyone is struggling to raise capital,
so the better question is how do all the investors want it, and what structure is going to get you investor
momentum as quickly as possible?
We have reviewed over 3,000 pitch decks from our investor club members, and there are many simple
mistakes made. For example, about a third of all decks are missing page numbers; those are also free to
add and easy to do. Another 10–15% of decks we have seen are missing contact details from the materials;
why would anyone not want to make it easy to get in touch? I don’t know how many times I look at slides
and then still don’t know where the person’s based out of because they haven’t bothered to put their office
address there. That’s bad for a few reasons. It’s bad because no one knows where you are, and they don’t
know when to drop by and see your offices. It’s also bad because if you don’t have your office address
there, people might assume you don’t have an office and must be a start-up without a team. So many think
you either don’t have common sense or you don’t have an established business, so either way, they are
out and may not respond to you anymore or take you seriously. Showing your team bios, team pictures,
and the office, or even pictures of assets you’ve acquired is really important. If you do that, then that is
going to help you appear more credible and move forward with the relationship.
Dense, painful text is very common. Pitch decks that are too long are also very common. You really
need to have your pitch deck at 12 to 19 pages long and definitely less than 25 pages. The more important
the investor, the busier they’re going to be. The higher check amount they can write, the busier they are.
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They don’t have two hours to go through your pitch deck. No one’s going to read your 40- or 60-page
deck. Not even your own team, partner, or spouse is going to read it word for word; they don’t have the
patience for that. Everyone from the college student to stay-at-home dad is “crazy busy” from all of the
emails, social media updates, and filled schedules we all keep.
Powerful Visual Elements
It is critical you have professional visuals as it shows your
quality and that you take your venture seriously. Most importantly, it can communicate your points in far less space and
time than several paragraphs of words. Steve Jobs used to say that
he liked to impute value upon what he was creating by having
beautiful packaging and design. When someone looks at your
pitch deck, how you dress, your logo, or your website, it’s imputing some sort of value on yourself and your firm. It’s either a
good value or a bad value, but it’s imputing something. Whether you show up in sweat pants or a custom
suit and shirt with a Hermes tie, you are affecting the first impression others have on you.
Most of you know or recognize that Apple can charge more because of their premium design, look,
feel, and experience for the end user. If you impute value upon your investment offering and you at least
remove what is very unprofessional and half-baked-looking, then you could potentially raise capital faster
or have to travel less to get the capital raised. People are more likely to come to you because they see that
you’re institutional quality, etc. I know some of you are thinking, “Nobody invests with someone because
their deck is great looking,” but many don’t get taken seriously or don’t get reviewed at all because it is
confusing, full of dense text, and looks like a weekend project done by someone who is not serious or
dedicated. Remember, investors have 15 seconds to decide if you are worth learning more about. If you
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can communicate 1,000 words with a picture that takes five seconds to look at, you are 1,000 words ahead
of the long, wordy document, memo, or essay long-pitch approach of many others.
Unique Value Process Creation
Identifying,
diagramming, and visualizing your
unique value-add process is
central to having a great onepager or pitch deck. This is
something that every single
pitch deck should have in
place but fewer than 10% of
the 10,000+ pitches we have
seen have. You might need to
have it at your client level and
how it works for the investor.
My healthcare investor and I
both invested in a company
called Better Bath, Better
Body, a premium bath salt company, last year. We encouraged them to create their value-add process for
their deck. Essentially, it is how you take, in their case, raw components of what goes into the premium
natural bath salts, have the manufacturing value add in their warehouse, have their premium packaging
and where they distribute it, and then get the direct-to-consumer delivery to clients.
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In addition to their value-add process to their industry, they also have the experience they can diagram
and explain so the investor knows how their
unique investment structure works.
From the investors’ perspective, they
have the opportunity to get to know Better
Bath, Better Body. Then they have the part
where they invest, get a royalty or a dividend,
and then have their equity or equity warrants.
Having that as a process so they know how
you add value to the industry and to investors
is critical, and almost no one has this. Even billion-dollar-plus firms often do not have this,
and it’s a gap in their marketing. This is something that could give you an unfair advantage and usually
goes on your website—your pitch deck for sure. It doesn’t cost anything, but be very intentional and very
aware of what the flow of value creation is.
Here is one example from JMG Multi Family Group that shows a timeline of the development of their
firm. There’s another one showing the icon to JMG, and just kind of at a snapshot, you can see they acquire
1,200 doors a year. They have 16 multifamily buildings under management, and they have worked with
75+ investors. It shows social proof. They’re also focused in the state of Indiana.
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You want to grow trust and make sure the investor knows it is not going to be complete nonsense
and amateur hour if they give you their time to meet or have a phone call. You can see just by looking at
the visuals, “Okay, it’s not a startup group with one person on the team. I’m not investor number four in
the organization, I get where they’re investing, and I’m not going to meet with them because I don’t like
Indiana.” Or “I do want to meet with them because I’m tired of the new New York regulations on rent
raising” or “I’m tired of not getting good returns in my own backyard,” et.
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As a quick exercise, I’d like you to jot down what your unique value-add process to the industry
and/or to the investors is. Just have a draft of something written down that you can turn into something
professional and use in all of your materials. It could be four to five or more than seven steps long, whatever is enough detail to understand how you add value.

A bad message repels investors. If you describe yourself with a one-liner that means nothing or your
brand name means nothing, then it’s not really perceived as anything of value even if you add great value
once engaged with an investor. You have to learn to wear that value on your sleeve if you are not already
so the expertise and value-add process shows.
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If you change the message on the paper, it can be worth 100 times more or get 10, 20, or 100 times
the positive reaction. That’s the difference between a $1 bill and
a $100 bill. Historically, they’re always done on the same paper,
with the same shape and same blue and red threads. The only difference is the message on the paper, which makes one worth 100
times more. That’s the power of wording things right and getting
things dialed in, in your materials. Most people do not stop to
consider the impact the word choice or order has. If you take this
deeper and dial things in to the exact type of investor you are most
often trying to get the attention of, then you can make the materials that much more effective.
You want people to say, “Wow, I didn’t know there was a
group just for us.” Or “Oh, I’ve been looking for something like this, and I didn’t think it existed.” Or
“Oh, that’s refreshing because nothing else seems aligned. Everyone’s charging us a bunch of fees before
they make us any money,” etc.
To show how important it is to be concise and to use visuals, I have gone to many meetings where
the investor asks what the fees are in a deck. They will ask this even though they said they thoroughly
reviewed the deck. Perhaps they just forgot what they read, but typically they just started skimming over
pages after reading the first few. Everyone is busier than they have ever been before, with more distractions, more alerts, more interruptions, and more information/data overwhelm, so keep things concise. I
used to write 250-page books, and once I wrote a 500-page book (painful), but now I write 80- to 125page books and workbooks to give them a fighting chance to actually get consumed and used by the most
valuable of prospects. In other words, you do not want your pitch deck appealing most to those with lots
of free time on their hands.
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To expand on the ideas
of visuals, I would like to
use our client Collateralized Income Investments as
an example. One of the
main things that our investors liked was that they had
a 7.5% return with collateral behind it with this
equipment leasing company, so that’s what they
put on their teaser. They led
with that, and they chose
the brand name Collateralized Income Investments
because their investors
liked collateral that’s behind the source of income so they can sleep at night.
There are all types of collateral. You can still make it risky with collateral behind it. They have a logo
of a piece of equipment because that’s the industry they’re in. Then they used what their investors wanted
as the actual brand name of their firm, and I think that’s pretty unique. They said it’s been night and day
different on the traction they’ve gotten with investors since they did this.
The point is, whether you do it with PitchDecks.com or someone else, you should do these things for
sure. I hope you see why. Use examples, such as the actual piece of equipment that this equipment leasing
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investment firm did a deal on. They showed the percentages, the risk levels, and the link, and they have
case studies like this to make their strategy very straightforward.
Remember, if someone doesn’t know your industry or your exact opportunity well, then having visuals and this education is really important. You spend more time on these slides with somebody who’s
not familiar with how your model work s.
Here’s a picture of a geographical
scope of a group called Harlem Real Estate Holdings. They typically invest in one
area. I think they’re going around the five
boroughs now, but for this purpose,
they’re putting together a brand to attract
more Harlem real estate. They showed an
overview of where they define the scope
of where Harlem is. People have a general
idea, but showing an overview with real
estate projects especially, or oil and gas
basins, etc., is pretty much required.
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Here’s a picture
of Abner. He’s one of
our Family Office
Club members and
clients. When you
look at this picture,
it’s
professional,
well done, and clean,
and it looks like
someone you could
do business with.
You don’t want to
look like you’re half
asleep. You want it to
be professional and
friendly just to help
business move forward. It sounds so
simple, but so many
people have an arm
around them cut off from a wedding photo, a fuzzy or grainy picture, and all different backgrounds for
their team.
Many times in a pitch deck you need to explain why you focus on a certain industry, technology, or geography.
Make this as visual as possible, it lets you communicate more. Here is an example from a pitch deck on a
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multifamily real estate firm focused on Scottsdale for investing. This type of an infographic approach vs. using
paragraphs explaining or event bullet points can help investors get the message very quickly.
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Chapter 4: One-Pager Insights
In this chapter, we will discuss how to put together a great teaser or one-pager; some people call these
“tear sheets.” The first insight obviously is to have one. We get asked all of the time if we really think that
is needed or critical, and for sure it is. The more valuable the investor the more you need a one-liner and
1-pager and the less time you will have digitally or in person to grab and keep their attention.
A lot of people don’t have a one-pager, and if they do, it’s an executive summary full of text, nothing
visual. A one-pager full of text looks painful to read and dense. You have to laboriously read through it
all to really get what the person is doing. Don’t make it hard on them. Recently I helped structure an
investment in a chain of dental clinics and here are some high-level deal points that we are communicating
right along the top of the one-pager to make it very clear what is being offered. These types of visuals cut
to the point and avoid confusion or someone passing it by without getting the most important points.

Have your one-liner, visuals, credible team, and pictures of assets. Make it very visual so they can
look at it, and in 30 seconds, people know what you do and what your advantage is in the marketplace that
connects with what the investors’ needs are, who you’re targeting, and what the competition is not doing.
You want to make sure your full contact details are on here and that you get it visually designed well.
We’re not talking about spending $80,000 on design. One rule of thumb is to invest just .1% of what
you’re raising capital for into your marketing assets. If you’re raising $10 million, maybe just spend
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$10,000 on making sure the design is spot on and excellent. You can raise capital with no materials, with
bad-looking materials, or with hard to read materials, but if you are raising $500,000, $1M, or $10M, what
is $5,000 to make it professional, credible, articulate, and visual?
Make sure your headshots for your executives are standard professional. Otherwise it looks like it’s
not a real team and you just downloaded images from LinkedIn and said they were your team. Investors
are always afraid of that, and they will rarely ask you directly, “Are these 1099 contractors working remotely or real W2 full-time employees?” You want to assure them at every turn this is as credible as
possible. One rule of thumb I always operate by is that nobody will take you and your offering more
seriously than you take it yourself. If you put together something sloppy, half-done, and without serious
follow-through and commitment, it will show on every level and repel every quality lead.
The whole point of the teaser is to be concise, so for that reason, I would keep this strictly to one
page, just the front side. I get that you have been growing your expertise for X number of years. I get that
maybe you have 40 years’ experience and you have done 50 deals, but that just makes it that much more
powerful for your one-pager. Nobody needs a nine-page resume, an 82-page pitch deck, or a seven-page
teaser. Then your teaser just becomes a half of a pitch deck, and it doesn’t serve the purpose of being a
concise vehicle to really get someone to lean forward and get what you are doing at a 10,000-foot level.
You want this to be something someone can click on while they scan their airplane ticket. Before they
get to their seat on the airplane, they can text their assistant and say, “Set up the meeting with John for
Tuesday. Looks great,” because just off the high-level view, he can see it’s different than what everyone
else is doing. If you can’t scan it in literally 45 seconds and get a feeling for exactly what your unique
edge is, what you do, and where you do it, then you have to work on your teaser.
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A lot of people fail to
design their one-pager to
grab attention. The first
impression is a deep impression, and many people
eliminate most investments instantly just off of
the email archive view.
You have certainly heard
how hard capital raising is
from thousands of professionals of all types. That is
why you need every little
edge and advantage working for you to get you in
the door in more places,
emails replied to, meetings booked, and investors converted. Getting second place with an investor means you lost and get
nothing—no allocation, no capital invested.
Some clients, even though we tell them to make it very visual, do still want a lot of text. Part of it
comes down to personal preference. Nobody wants to read a whole page of just text if they can glance at
it and get it visually; it’s just much easier and faster. We want you to see these examples, use them, build
your own materials, adopt our ideas, get your capital raised, be a member of the Family Office Club (we
hope), and stay in touch as you have success so when you do find success, we can hear from you about it
and contribute to you doing well over the long term. That’s the purpose of this book, and I hope you
already have several takeaways you can implement that will cost you nothing but a tweak in strategy or
process to put into place.
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Here’s another example of a one-pager from a PitchDecks.com investor relations agency client, a firm
called
Alliance.
You can see on the
left, they have a
few pictures of
buildings and then
a whole bunch of
text and a web link.
On our version,
they have the web
link and pictures of
more
buildings,
plus pictures of the
team and icons
along the top. It’s
also graphically designed to look
pleasing and professional, like this
wasn’t something that somebody threw together over a weekend, typed into a document, and pushed
“Send.” The investor, at every turn, wants to have higher conviction, more trust. Really, what they’re
looking for is that you're committed to your craft and an expert. You take it seriously, and you’re in this
for the very long term. They want their money to survive for the long term. If those things aren’t aligned,
you’re pretty much done.
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I mention this frequently because I think it’s so important. When it comes to your materials, strategy,
positioning, who’s on your team, and where you’re located, it’s all about integrity and the integration and
alignment of all those things. The more you’re aligned so that everything is helping each other and synergistic, the better it’s going to go for you; the less that’s the case, the less trust you’re going to have while
meeting with anybody.
Finally, here are some tips on designing your one-pager to help you get it right:
✓ Place your one-liner at the top of the teaser. It should be what is read first unless your brand
is well thought through and is really helpful in drawing in investor interest.
✓ Make sure to include strong visuals, icons, symbols, HD pictures of assets, a picture of your
team or top executives, and your value-add process.
✓ Make sure you understand where most investors are on the trust curves as you go into first
meetings to see how you can adjust the focus of your materials and teaser to be dialed in to
where the bottleneck is in moving things toward a more serious consideration of investment.
✓ Think of your teaser as your pitch deck in a page. What are the strongest elements of your
pitch deck that you can pull out, narrow down, and use on your teaser? For some, it is your
track record; for others, it is the quality of your brands represented or where you have distribution for your products, etc.
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Chapter 5: Website & Social Media Insight
This chapter is going to cover insights on putting together your website and social media presence.
Essentially, we have found that LinkedIn, Facebook, Google AdWords, YouTube, Instagram (sometimes),
and podcasting are the best assets to use to drive people to your website and to get people to call you. We
have spent over $3M on AdWords and $1M+ on Facebook and LinkedIn to date, and we get a positive
ROI on our spend each year. We typically spend $40,000–$90,000 a month on advertising to create our
$5M+ in revenue-a-year operation. We could spend less if we were okay growing slower, but we are
always experimenting with new mediums. We will share what we have learned here.
We have found a lot of leads come in via education. I will get to this strategy in the next section, but
I can’t stress that enough because investors value their time so highly. They want to seek out the best
resource. When they find it, they’ll reach out versus you reaching out to someone who has no idea what
you are; they might not call you back because they don’t think it’s credible and think you’re just trying to
sell or pitch them something.
Websites
Our thought is that if you are in business or raising capital for something, you should have a website,
at least a simple one that is one page deep with your contact details, brand name, and one-liner. Having a
website is pretty critical. If your compliance attorney says you can’t, maybe they’re right, but maybe they
just say no to everything so they don’t have to worry about ever getting you in trouble. It’s hard to get in
trouble if no one knows you exist and don’t do anything to gain attention from investors or regulators.
Find a way to do a website if you can. Make sure you don’t make the common mistake of having a poorly
designed one where it says “XYZ Free Website Builder” at the bottom that shows you’re too cheap to pay
$20 a month for a basic website. This should go without saying, but we have seen hundreds of websites
that say this; worse yet, you go to their email URL and it’s a GoDaddy landing page. I just got an email
today from someone who said, how can we work together?
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We
suggest
building a five- to
seven-page website,
put a video on it of
you speaking about
your strategy and examples of deals
you’ve closed, and
get some complianceapproved way to have
a professional website. We put these
together for clients all
the time, and there’s
no reason not to have
at least a basic one
that looks professional, like your
teaser and your deck.
We have asked investors many times at our events if they would prefer to see a two- to three-minute well-articulated video of
the founder of a firm explaining their strategy. Of course they would. People know in two seconds if
someone is slimy feeling and unprofessional or credible, well spoken, intelligent, and experienced.
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You can tell more from a three-minute video then a 44-page pitch deck, in my experience. That said,
nobody does this. We have been sharing this strategy and investor request at our events for two years now
and have yet to see even a single person implement this. To see an example of this strategy in use, please
go to http://PrivateEquity.com to see my personal very short video introduction for ultra-wealthy clients
who hit the site and wonder what we are all about. It simply is me saying one sentence, turning to a
whiteboard and pretending to start to draw, and then cutting to an artist video diagramming out our business model for them to understand how we add value. This is simple to put into place.
Facebook Insights
We have learned a lot while using Facebook to generate leads, and we could have the whole book
focused just on using social media as an investment firm, but here are the most important lessons we have
learned the hard way:
1. Virtually every investor you know is either on Facebook or LinkedIn or both. They may not be on
there three hours a day, but they likely have an account on the platform and visit it several times a
week.
2. Retargeting is the most powerful use of Facebook. This means advertising only to those already
on your email list or only to those who have visited your website or a specific page on your website
in the last 30–180 days.
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3. The next best thing to do on Facebook is target those with a very specific job title and/or geographical locale that makes them more likely to invest. We are turning on a Facebook campaign in
Houston as we have an investor offering going live there, so we know investors are more likely to
say yes to a deal that is local to them; we can get them started with us, open an account, and grow
the relationship that way. Likewise, when we have an investor summit coming up through the
Family Office Club, we will advertise to investors in that city or region heavily before the event
so they could come to the event, they see it is real and our team is great, and then we can hook
them to engage. You can do the same for events or lunches you put on, with deals you have available in various areas, etc.
4. Do not advertise broadly on Facebook with a big budget before knowing what you are doing. Yes,
the clicks are cheap, but we have gotten 1,000 clicks without any sales before. Many people will
click around on things and not take action if they are not targeted well. Also, get something working on a small level before you try to go big. The Wright brothers discovered flight by getting
something to glide while their competition tried putting jet engines onto poorly designed planes
and crashed and burned.
5. Be careful outsourcing this. No one is going to care how well your campaign does as much as you
do. Are they going to tweak the ads as often, try new copy or new images, and know if the phone
is ringing or emails are coming in as intuitively as you?
6. Just like with AdWords or LinkedIn, you always want to compete ads against each other and swap
out the losers for another competitor that has copy that may pull better.
Facebook Note
As of the writing of this book, we have spent $664,719.09 of our own money on Facebook over
107 campaigns to reach or interact with 23 million people with 168M total views of the ads with an average
price per click of $2.21. In comparison, a new hit TV show typically gets one million viewers. We find it
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most productive for retargeting; we have gotten 30,774 clicks back to our website in the last two years
from retargeting from one campaign.

LinkedIn Insights
1. Consider paying for a premium account to be able to InMail those not responding via email or that
are hard to get ahold of.
2. Cut out contacts that are not focused on your industry or that are not investor leads or genuine
business friends. Cull the herd, and connect with those that are prospects so your updates get seen
by relevant people, not just a bunch of random people that invited you to connect.
3. Skip ad blocks on the sides of the site that don’t work well, and instead advertise sponsored updates
into people’s feeds based on job title, years of experience, age, gender, location, what group they
are in, their skill attributes, industry, etc., to focus ads. We have run 121 campaigns on LinkedIn
and have had success there, but you pay more per click than you do on Facebook. It is a more
credible place to do business, and people trust information there more than they do via Facebook.
I have literally had one investor worth $10M say, “Well, we connected on Facebook, so I didn’t
know if this was a scam or a real thing or not.” This is not to say Facebook isn’t worth using, but
just know that, credibility-wise, LinkedIn wins.
4. Use the sponsored InMail feature to mail out your one-liner and an offer to get something from
you for free, to have a short call, to attend your event, etc., to thousands of prospects. We use these
campaigns every month and have found them to be essentially a way to send emails to potential
clients that you wouldn’t have any other way of sending a message to.
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LinkedIn Note
You can see we have created 188 campaigns on LinkedIn ads with around 600 total ads written,
$739,976 spent, 10.7 million impressions, 279,923 clicks, and an average Click Through Rate (CTR) on
our ads of 2.6%. We are spending $2.90 per click on average, but that is trending up; over the last month,
we paid $4.20 a click.

Google AdWords
I have spent more time and money ($3M+) on AdWords than any other web platform to get new
clients. Here is what we have learned about using it:
1. Read Perry Marshall’s Ultimate Guide to Google AdWords. It is pure gold. Do not spend another
dollar until you read it. I have brought in millions of dollars based on that cheap book.
2. Start small, start local, and use callouts, site extensions, competing ads, descriptions, etc., to get
more clicks and better CTRs to lower your cost per click and get you a better ROI.
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3. Don’t go overboard creating seven niche websites, but think about what your URL looks like when
someone searches the most common search terms they will find you under. Will your URL add to
credibility? Is it relevant, random, or hard to remember? Is it easy to type in later or tell a friend
about? We spent $138,000 acquiring PrivateEquity.com and just $10,000 to get CapitalRaising.com; we have gotten an ROI off of having optimized, category-leading domain names, but
they are not required. They do help, but just a bit, so I wouldn’t recommend spending more than
$3–$5k, unless you have a high conviction on something and think it is really worth $10k–$20K
to have THE domain name of your niche space/sandbox that you are trying to dominate over time.
4. In terms of copy on your ads, consider what someone is searching online when you want them to
find you, what those words are, what is in their mind, and what are they compelled by or afraid of,
and write copy around that.
5. Look at what your competition is saying in their ads, what they are not saying, and what is coming
up in the natural search results. If you consistently do this, rotate out your ads, see which are
converting and which get the most clicks, and continue to customize based on what is working,
over time, you can keep the campaigns that work, kill the ones that don’t, and have a robust advertising campaign built out. This is what we have done for over a decade now, and we have over
30 campaigns running at a time, growing our business each year. My number one goal is to have
my team always complaining about too many leads coming in or too many emails/calls to answer.
That means the ads and attraction funnel/thought leadership is working.
Google AdWords Spend Note
We have two AdWords accounts in our business, so they are both posted here. This shows that in one
account, we had 560 million views of ads in the last 13 years, with 2.6 million engagements/views/clicks
of those ads, and we spent just under $1 per interaction with a total spend of $2.3M In the second account,
you can see we did 78 million views, had 520,000 clicks at an average $1.92 per click, and spent just
under $1M in that account. The difference is that the first account is partially traditional clicks but also
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has some historical display ads and YouTube ads in there as about 12% of the volume of the spend. I share
these to show the types of results, costs, and numbers you may see if you use these platforms over time.
Just know that your ability to manage your ads will obviously grow greatly in the first 9–18 months if you
are watching them closely but that costs tend to trend upward like most other business costs.

Podcasting
Lately we have been getting a lot of questions about how to set up or run a podcast. It is free to set
one up and nearly free to run one. Equipment is not expensive, and software is relatively easy to use as
well. We used to use Libsyn podcast management software in the past and now use Buzzsprout. My internal CTO manages our podcast postings in just an hour or less a week. We have invested hundreds of
hours putting together our 250-episode Family Office Podcast and being interviewed on over 50 other
podcasts. If you search “Richard C. Wilson Family Office Podcast Interview” in Google or “Richard Wilson Centimillionaire Podcast,” you can see many of those examples. It just really doesn’t cost much for
the base use of it, but we’re getting in 15,000 to 20,000 downloads of the Family Office Podcast each
month. If you listen to podcasts, please check it out and subscribe to it. We usually put up two to three
episodes per week with interviews with investors, discussion panel content, insights from myself, and
updates on mandates I’m working on for investors as well as deals that they’re looking to allocate to.
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Podcasts can be really powerful. You don’t need a lot of
expensive software or hardware. The Logitech H390 headset
only costs $20; the downside of this, as my brother likes to
cheerfully remind me is that you will look like a certified nerd
via
video
wearing this
headset,
so
consider that
as you are potentially purchasing it. This picture above shows what I
looked like wearing it on video—funny enough to my
family members that I upgraded to a Yeti mic recently. I
also use a little ring light that is $15 on Amazon. It makes
it so my face isn’t full of weird shadows.
I use a backdrop poster behind me (as seen above in the headset photo) that repeats my logo and was
ordered from Vistaprint. This works for me as our various divisions and brand use our same logo theme;
for me, it was best not to put a specific brand name, such as Family Office Club or FamilyOfficeDatabases.com, etc. It maybe cost me $50 to have a clean, nice background, whether it’s branded or not. It
isn’t super critical but it’s very inexpensive to have good video and decent audio as well. In other words,
you can have much more professional of a setup than most with a $15 ring light, $20 headset, and $50
backdrop from Vistaprint. There is no need to have a $1,000 studio; at most, with the Yeti mic, you are
out maybe $300.
Many podcasts are 45–60 minutes long, but I find some of them burdensome to listen to. I typically
have 10- to 25-minute chunks of time before bed, while at the airport, or walking somewhere. I like things
more concise, so I keep my podcast to short two to seven-minute episodes and seven- to 22-minute interviews. Nowadays, if someone asks to interview me, I just say, “Can we do it in 20 minutes or 30 minutes?
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I know you usually do an hour, but time is money.” I think listeners are more likely to listen to 100% of
what you have to say if you’re more concise, just like a teaser in a pitch deck.
It doesn’t cost me a thing to start a podcast besides the time it takes to record it, edit it, and post it.
Don’t be too long winded, don’t pitch all the time, add value at every turn, and people will end up listening
to it.
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Below there’s a picture of me on Grant Cardone’s podcast where I was interviewed. There’s another one
here of me on Brian Tracy’s TV show recording, another interview with one of my mentors, Jeffery Gitomer, in that bottom right one. It’s gotten me a ton of exposure. I’ve gotten multiple hundred million
dollar-plus families that reach out because of the podcasts, and they’re cold calling me because of digital
assets like this which have added value to them.
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It’s the same for books that I’ve written. I’ve gotten under a six-figure contract with a family office
while I was vacationing in Brazil; they were based
in San Francisco. Before we met in person, I was
under contract to help them launch and start their
single family office because of a piece of educational content I had written. They got so much value
from it. Another $240 million family flew down to
spend a day at the Ritz Carlton with me because we
have a book called How to Start a Family Office,
and they had paid $20,000 to go to a workshop.
They got the same advice in my book. That brought
them to me to work with me.
All of this is based on a strategy I learned from
Eben Pagan. He’s one of my mentors and helped me grow my business to seven figures in our first three
years in business. I started in 2007, by the way, right before the crash. It’s about moving the free line.
How do you consistently add more value than everyone else in your niche?
Another way to say it is, who’s being most helpful in your niche? Who’s the most well-positioned
expert, and how do you become the most well-positioned expert instead in that same niche or in the little
sub-niche of theirs that is carved out. I’ve never tried to be the expert on wealth management. I think
family offices are more valuable turf, but the sandbox of wealth management is huge. Then you look at
the sandbox of family offices (smaller) and single family offices (even smaller). How to start a family
office? Even smaller. Centimillionaires is a little bit bigger than the niche of how to start a family office,
but no one had been competing in that niche, so we have positioned ourselves to compete very well in that
niche and are putting out a lot of thought leadership. We don’t abandon what we were doing before. We
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just build infrastructure on top of it. That’s important to note so you don’t get the wrong idea. You need
to change areas of focus if something simply isn’t working or isn’t getting you any traction. Above all
else, investors want to see deep commitment, expertise, trust, and genuine value-add, and if you are completely changing industries or areas of focus, that will be hard to pull off.
The point of sharing all of this is not to brag about what media channels I have been on, it is to share
what is working, what attracts investors, what sets you apart, how to position yourself, and provides you
a roadmap of actions to follow that I did not have from someone in our industry.
We get asked for examples of
pitch decks, teasers, and websites
daily so to round out this chapter,
here are some examples of elements you can develop for your
website that we have put into place
for our PitchDecks.com retainer
clients.
We hope you find these helpful to make your value offering
clear to potential investors:
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Chapter 6: Educational Marketing Folder
Essentially, I got started in thought leadership and using it to get access to investors by getting other
people’s thought leadership, putting it into a folder on the left side of the folder with the investor marketing
materials on the right-hand side of the offer, and then giving that folder to investors. I gave proper credit
to who wrote the thought leadership but I gathered it together in a nice convenient package for the investors. This is how I had to do it as I had the idea and thought it might work but had never written anything
about investments before.
Some of the investors I approached really appreciated this educational folder because I gathered together things into a single spot and gave them that education. This is important to get as I didn’t write
anything, not a single article. I used what others wrote, left their names on their work of course, and
compiled that for my investors. Some investors were nonresponsive, but when you compare this approach
to the random email or cold call, it was night and day more effective. I had done the painful 30–60 phone
calls a day, sending materials in the mail to 30 leads a day, updating the CRM after each repetitive
voicemail, and following up again via email only to be ignored. This is the painful existence of many
capital raisers.
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Nowadays we write our own thought leadership to make it more impactful and credible, and we have
found again that by giving away many resources in one place, you can get better quality opt-ins and more
of them. You can see that in
practice at Centimillionaires.com/book
or
PrivateEquity.com, which
each provide multiple benefits to the investors we are
looking to target. On Centimillinoaires.com, we’ve
got eight giveaways within
a Dropbox kind of data
room link. You get eight
things for free when you
opt in; that’s like the educational marketing folder approach. You can also see this at work for those raising
capital through http://CapitalRaising.com, where we give away a free book to get opt-ins. This helps us
build our membership and deal flow for our investors. In both cases, it is about giving away value first to
start a relationship.
The educational materials you gather—your own or other people’s that you compile—can be digital
in a Dropbox link, shared online in some other way, or printed out in a folder for meetings, or both online
and hard copy. I stumbled on this strategy early on in my career, and it has helped me since; it costs
nothing but the cost of printing the papers or hosting the files online, which is next to nothing. Most will
never use this strategy, but the ROI is great for how little time it takes to put it together. Many people at
our live Investment Pitch Prep Workshop will comment or have an objection to doing something that
comes down to them feeling like they don’t have time to do all of this. What they miss is that what they
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are doing right now isn’t working; otherwise, they wouldn’t be there in the workshop. You can take action
on this and other strategies we suggest instead of cold calling and cold emailing investors that are not
responding to you. Any sort of engagement or response would be better than just getting cold radio silence
in return for your efforts. In short, everyone is looking to be more effective and use their time more efficiently, including those raising capital and investors.
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Chapter 7: Data Room Insights
A data room is a due diligence area within a cloud area such as Dropbox, using a data room software
you might pay for, or the back end of a website that has a membership area. I think that is something you
almost always need to have, and it’ll make you look more professional if it’s very well organized and easy
to navigate. Typically an investor will first want to see a teaser and have a phone call or meeting while
they review a deck, and if that goes well, they may want to deep dive into due diligence and see the details
of the deal. This could mean historical financials, track record details, historical attribution or style drift
analyses, in-depth team member bios, or operating business product versions.
Many times these
data rooms are a mess.
Most I get access to have
30–50 files in them with
few if any organizing
folders. If it is a maze,
you will close fewer
investors. The folders
should be
logically
labeled and easy to
understand, and the files
themselves should be
cearly labeled to make
sense to a new potential investor, not your own team. It is the golden rule in the investment industry to
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disclose everything, so I would include everything within reason that you legally can here, and always err
on disclosing more versuss less.
One thing that I’m doing in real time now is
adding video due diligence assets to data rooms
I put together for investors. This means if I’m on
a business trip where there is an asset or CEO of
a company that I am working on an investment
into, I’ll walk their manufacturing floor and
interview them, or I’ll get a property manger on
site to walk me through an apartment that has
been rennovated and record a video on what they
did to improve the place. This shows investors I
have been to the properties and shows me asking
them questions and learning myself; while it
may not replace them seeing the asset or meeting
the person for themselves, it shows we are serious about helping move things forward. It builds conviction,
and after showing such a video to a client in California recently, they booked a ticket to go see an asset
they may invest in through us now. This is something we are just starting to do, and I haven’t really seen
others do this yet. Within reason, the more video due dilgence and pictures in an organized fashion that
can be added to the data room, the better. Here is an example of a video due diligence walkthrough video
I recently recorded on a real estate property for an investor of ours.
Getting a data room together before investors ask you for one is a good idea. Offering this level of
transparency to less sophisticated investors that don’t ask for one can help build trust and make sure they
understand the risks fully. A data room is not hard or expensive to get in place or get it right, so there is
no reason to not have one.
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Chapter 8: Bonus Pitch Materials

In this chapter, we are going to review several bonus materials that you could have in place that most
never to create.
The first is a whiteboard explainer video. These are videos done by a digital artist that can take an
ugly diagram or hand drawing you have made and turn into something visually appealing to explain your
points better than you could in just words alone. We gave an example of this earlier in the book, and you
can find another one here: http://FamilyOffices.com/Association.
Multimedia Assets
To stand out while adding value, try to focus on your investor avatar, but have a variety of content
types and lengths to select from while choosing what to send over. Examples would be an audio interview,
a recorded speech, or a recorded webinar, which cost little to nothing to create.
A documentary could be a 10- or 15-minute documentary of where you grew up, why you started
your firm, what the evolution of it was, and what the big breakthrough was to things going really well for
you. TV-quality, onsite videographers can be really expensive, but it can make a big difference too. Some
spend $5,000–$15,000 on such a documentary, while others spend $25,000+ to get something done that
is truly impactful and made-for-TV quality. It is important to stop and note that out of the 1,800 videos
we have created to date, fewer than 100 of those were produced professionally, and many were done
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simply on my iPhone. If you are the type that has never produced
anything multimedia-wise because you are worried about the production quality, you simply need to get over it. Your competition is
doing nothing right now due to that reason, compliance concerns,
and a general lack of know-how and comfort level. If you can move
past those things, you can run circles around them with genuinely
great content. I loved hearing Gary Vaynerchuck once say if you are
worried about your wobbly camera, that the lighting isn’t perfect, or
that production quality is not amazing, you are missing the point.
The content should be genuine, authentic, super helpful, relevant,
and impactful. The focus should be on the genuine value, not the
bouncing images and amazing scrolling banner along the bottom of
the screen. I couldn’t agree more.
Shock & Awe Package
This is an idea I got from Dan Kennedy, a master of direct mail. He would get a new client lead or
new client he wanted to engage and would send them more value and resources in the mail than they had
ever gotten at once from anyone. This could be a personal letter from you, a book, a whitepaper, an educational folder, a thumb drive with a video introducing you personally to them, or perhaps a workbook to
complete to start getting onboarded as a new client or potential client with you. The point is to send them
something physical while your competition attaches PDFs to an email. Have hard materials they are less
likely to throw out and more likely to review, at least in part. This can build credibility and momentum in
the relationship, remind them that you exist, and show them that you are serious about adding value together or a serious thought leader in your space. This takes time to put together and costs money to send
out, and if you are not careful, it can just look like a bunch of marketing versus a helpful package of
resources. The title of each piece and fit between the prospect and what each piece of content is delivering
must be aligned to make it highly effective. Typically, I would only use this approach with your top 5 or
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10 clients per quarter or even year when you think making a great first impression or having a strong
educational follow up would greatly help.
Regulatory Docs & DocuSign
While most of you are most likely already squared away regulatory-wise and operationally may be
fully set up, it is important to have everything organized there. Having unexpected audits or actions against
you from a regulatory, even if you can get them to go away over time, is not a distraction you want while
raising capital. Knowing that three of your friends do something without the proper legal setup or licensing
does not mean it is legal or that you should do that as well. Many professionals fly under the radar in this
space, or they may be operating under an exclusion to getting licensed that you could operate under as
well, but if you do not know what that exclusion is, then you could break that and be at risk.
We had someone at one of our events recently who was supposedly a national lead in real estate
development. I don’t know; maybe he was. In any case, he asked about talking publicly about investments
and seemed skeptical of something I said. I explained the SEC disclosure that typically people are filing
before doing so, and his response was a bit gruff and short: “Oh, well, you can go to the IRS to get an
exclusion for that.” I’m not sure where the misunderstanding was, but besides the paying of taxes after
making a profit in your investment business, the IRS within the United States is not a main regulatory
body overseeing licensing of investment professionals or protecting the product from bad actors in the
investment world. This is an example of why you need to be careful when getting things set up. You
should always seek a legal opinion or a compliance expert out and get two to four opinions from experienced professionals before starting to form your actions.
You also don’t want it to be a hassle to do business with your firm. Keep your engagement process
streamlined, have all of your offering documents organized, and if at all possible, get them up into
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DocuSign so investors and clients can engage via digital means and not by flipping through 180 pages of
PDFs and signing on five different pages. If you are in a high-volume investor business or plan to raise
capital from dozens of investors, if not hundreds, then it’s all the more important to automate and clean
up processes to get investors onboarded with fewer steps for you and them at the contract phase.
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Section One Materials Exercise Worksheet
Here’s a list of marketing materials I put together. How many of these assets do you have in place
now? Most firms do not need all 15 assets, but most need 10–12 of these. What are the next three assets
you need to create to get more results?
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SECTION TWO: Investor Funnel

An investor funnel is a position built through thought leadership
and branding that helps you consistently attract investors. Many of
you have seen funnels and know what it means to have a marketing
funnel in place. Many people have not constructed an investor funnel
that’s going to attract clients or investors.
One way to think about it is that the top of the funnel is
broadest and has the most volume. There you have social media,
blogs, emails, podcasts, advertising in Google AdWords, speaking at
events, and getting business cards. The middle part of the funnel
could be qualification content, white papers, benchmark studies, infographics, a recorded talk, or maybe a handbook—something that
bridges the fact that they know you exist and so they like you, respect
you, and see that you’re a credible expert and someone they might
want to invest with or work with. Then there’s the bottom of the funnel, which is you meeting in person or working with them, and them
becoming a client. You typically have to move people through this
funnel. Most people don’t just become a client. You get more people
to meet with you in that middle ground if the top of your funnel is really strong. Then you get more people going to the meetings because you’re self-qualifying them as they go.
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Another way to look at a funnel is that the investors start out at cold and unaware. They then become
a lead, followed by a prospect. They
then become a customer and then
hopefully a fan over time that’s going
to refer more business. I was recently
on a call with an investor sitting on
several million dollars in cash that
we’re helping them allocate through
Centimillionaire Advisors. They were
on our email list for some time, and
then they engaged to become a client
and now have referred a few investors
over to us. We have been able to save
them fees, we got them tax advice on
a specific challenge, and we closed a
deal with them last quarter, with another two deals under due diligence
currently.
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All of you have goals to turn clients into fans, but many people don’t have a funnel that takes them
from unaware to a lead to a prospect.
Most people have prospects (leads)
and investors. They have no funnel
above it, but there’s synergy in having
it built out the right way. Articles, podcasts, and blog posts are easy to create
and easy for people to consume.
At the top of the funnel would be
something simple, like a blog post or a
podcast interview. This little piece of
content does not mean you’re super
serious about your niche. Anyone can
write a blog post, and anyone can read
one in one or two minutes or listen to
a podcast casually. But if you create a
white paper, a benchmark study, an infographic, or something of that nature,
it means you have expertise. It positions you as more credible. The more articles, blog posts, and podcasts
you do, the easier it is to do a white paper, a benchmark study, an infographic, or webinar. The more of
those you do, the more you could put out a book or give live speeches. It all self feeds off each other. You
become more articulate, and you’ve got more knowledge, more examples. You attract more business and
more strategic relationships. Each piece of content that takes more of a time commitment to create or
consume leads to a deeper relationship with the prospect because neither of you would likely engage in
such behavior if there was no serious commitment to do a lot in the space. Those are the investors you
want and the ones on the hunt to find someone like you, who can help them navigate investing into your
area.
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That’s how we’ve grown the Family Office Club and grown our whole business—through having a
very strong funnel. It’s our competitive advantage and our competitive mode in the industry. We spend
$3 million a year on our platform overall by hosting 30 events per year, putting out our media resources,
writing mini books on the space, and making sure we’ve got the top podcast, website, and book in the
family office industry, and it’s paid off well starting from no clients to now having now $4.5M+ a year in
revenue.
People say, “Oh, well, why are you writing another book?” or “Why are you doing another webinar?”
The answer is always “Because in general, each time I do it, it works, we learn a lot, plant more
relationships seeds, attract more clients and make more money.” Take this book for example. We are not
trying to attract investors here; we are giving away value to hopefully get you considering becoming a
member of the Family Office Club or using our PitchDecks.com investor relations marketing agency. We
do that by providing you with insights, case studies, genuine value, examples, links to videos, webinars,
resources, etc., in a relatively inexpensive book. The same is true with our investor books; we aim to
provide $1,000+ of value for $25 or less. We spent two days with a $240M-net-worth family who reached
out because they paid $25,000 for a family office workshop and got told the exact same things through
my $8 book. That is the goal: The readers benefit, and we selfishly benefit by then attracting them to our
business. That is true with this book as well as our latest book, Centimillionaire Strategies.
In my mind, if we can find another doorway to add value to our target investor set, we’re going to do
that. If you target your content to a very exact investor set and you only talk about the exact niche of
expertise you have, you can saturate the niche with your content so you are the best positioned expert in
your space; then you’re going to attract more business.
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It can't be misconstrued as “Oh, expertise and value do not matter. All that matters is making yourself
look like an expert.” That’s the opposite of what I’m saying. I’m just saying that’s table stakes. There are
many people with your level of track record and expertise. If you layer on top of that sharing generously
and genuinely offering advice and insights, as well as documenting your journey, you’re going to attract
more investors.
We discuss the idea of the investor funnel at length at our workshops. I have fun thinking about it and
helping friends and clients implement their funnel, and it is what our business is based on. I know it works
because I work it every day to continue to build our business.
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Chapter 9: Articles & Blog Posts
My business was
started in 2007 based
on writing blog posts. I
was only writing two
or three blog posts a
week, and I started to
get 500 and 1,000 hits
a day sometimes. I
then started to write
daily, and it then increased further to
7,000+ hits a day. I got
on the front page of the
Boston Globe, was invited to speak in 14
countries, and got book
deals with Wiley &
Bloomberg. It wasn’t
as easy as it sounds,
but that was the progression of events over several years of hard work. This taught me from the start to
respect thought leadership as a cornerstone for building a business and showed me that if I give away
value in a space, that value will come back to me.
Jeffrey Gitomer taught me this when I was young. He said in one of his books that he would give
away his best piece of sales advice anywhere, and he knows almost nobody will follow it. He said if you
give away value each week to people who can say yes to you, you will be a local expert in one to three
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years, a regional expert in three to five years, and a global expert in five to seven years. At that time, while
earning my MBA, I hadn’t even heard of the family office space yet—I had only worked with angel
investors—but I read that and said to myself, “I’m the person who is going to do that since he just told me
I won’t.” Once I found the family office niche space, I started applying this strategy, and it is what our
business is built on. I have gotten to spend time with Gitomer now; I interviewed him a few times and was
on his podcast, and I was able to thank him for that insight. It has given me an edge over the past 13 years,
but when I started, I didn’t have anyone in the investment/investor space to model after—but now you do.
You can take what I’m teaching and apply it to your niche, your expertise, and your goals.
Whether you write articles, blog posts, discussion forum responses, LinkedIn group messages, Reddit
posts, Instagram or Facebook stories, LinkedIn hosted articles, or other content, the most important thing
is to know your position, choose your select audience to target, and start learning by doing. It is by finding
out how you can “document your journey,” as Vaynerchuck says, that you will stand out, add value, and
start attracting business and investors consistently.
The biggest mistake you can make in writing articles or blogs is to do only one or two times a year,
do it on 15 different subjects instead of just one or two related ones, or to think it has to be a long masterpiece to release it. Similar to releasing a video, it just needs to be authentic insight, genuine advice, or
telling a story or case study. If your intent is to add value, then the readers will feel that and get it and
follow you as a thank you for helping them. It is unlikely that anyone will come to you saying you now
have enough experience and you should start writing about it or speaking more; it is, in part, by speaking
and writing that you gain deeper experience and insights faster. It grows your network and sharpens your
ability to articulate your ideas clearly to add value to clients one on one as your ideas become more refined
and pointed.
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Chapter 10: Public Speaking
It is important to discuss strategies to attract
investors using public speaking, but I am not
a professionally trained public speaker. I
have simply gotten experience through recording over 1,000 short videos (like these
pictured here), doing 250 public talks, and
making every mistake you could along the
way. I have spoken at events in 16 countries,
hosted 100+ of my own live events, and am
constantly taking notes on how to improve
my own talks and results from speaking. I
have been too nervous to eat, forgotten my
socks on a business trip, felt unprepared, felt
intimidated, been nervous, had my suit pant seam rip in the middle of a talk, and used examples that
don’t work in places like Japan, Singapore, Brazil, Russia, etc. So I think I’m qualified to say that if I
can do it, then I am sure you can figure it out as well. If you can get formal training from someone like
James Malinchak or another great speaker, then that is great. If you cannot, then I hope this chapter, our
examples of materials, and our own live events and recorded events can help get you started in the right
direction.
Here are the most important lessons I have learned for someone looking to speak to attract investors:
1. Always have a handout, an infographic, a free book, a whitepaper, a special report, etc. This is
something that can be handed out while you talk, that people come get from you after you talk,
or that is given out at the door to everyone who attends. I give out my books most often and do
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2.

3.

4.

5.

6.
7.
8.
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so at wealth management events others are running, my own events, and other types of events,
such as the 400 books I gave out in Keystone, Colorado, when I spoke there on the family office
industry.
Always keep your slides visual, interesting, and impactful, and keep the audience awake. Never
go into long data points, data tables, thick blocks of text, or a small font text on the screen; it puts
people to sleep.
Watch your time carefully. Don’t annoy your host and disrupt the event or you will not be invited back or will be seen as an amateur. More than 25% of speakers we invite to speak at our
investor club events are horrible at managing time, go over, only get through 60% of their talk,
or have to rush the last 33% of their slides.
Come up with a list, such as the top 7 $1M+ mistakes investors make, 14 strategies to become a
more effective oil and gas investor, etc. This gets people curious, and they wonder what they
don’t know about that topic. The better the title of the topic is—so it is not mysterious but draws
in the right audience—the more people will scan the agenda; if they are your target market, make
sure they come to your talk.
Show up early for your talk to hear two or three speakers before you, review the agenda, and get
a feel for the event before speaking. Never show up just before your speaking time. You need to
see the tone of the event and the speed of the other speakers, be able to reference what they said,
and get a feel for the level of audience conservativism, engagement, or lack of consciousness due
to boring speakers before you.
If you can incorporate genuine humor into your presentation, you should do it; most investment/finance folks are so straight laced they don’t show their real personalities.
Always conclude with a reason to follow up with you—to get your slides, to get your free book,
etc.—and make that next step easy, with a number to text or an email address.
The most important part about getting an ROI out of speaking is to make sure you are talking to
the right audience. You could give your best speech of your life, but if it is to a bunch of broke
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business startups, it doesn’t matter. Focus on quality audience, not quantity in the audience. Also
know that if you walk away with planting several seeds and two to four good clients leads and
maybe one or two clients come from it, that is typically a good win for most.
9. Speaking for fees is a distraction and waste of time if you have a solid company or investment
offering. Perhaps you can sometimes get expenses reimbursed—great, that may be needed or
nice to get sometimes—but that’s not the point. The point is you can attract investors, find JV
partners, get positioned in your sandbox, get more and better deal flow, and be a smarter business owner or investor by speaking.
10. Record yourself speaking so you can review it briefly and transcribe it using Rev.com for $1/minute, done the same day. This can be a great way to get a whitepaper, special report, or even
book published. Just record yourself five times giving the same talk, and by the fifth time, the
transcription will be a good base text for a piece of written thought leadership. If you need to get
a video crew for a good price to record yourself, consider using Thumbtack.com to find someone
to record it for you in another city when you may not have someone to help you on your team.
You can use this content on YouTube or your podcast, you can embed it in a whitepaper, or you
can put it within a book you write.
11. Try to incorporate a text message opt-in, LinkedIn connection link, email opt-in offer, or other
way to get their contact details and get them on your email or text follow-up list so you can keep
in touch with the leads. It is great to give something out, but it is even better to get something
from them so you know who they are and can reach out to them again and again with helpful resources or insights and offers.
There are many resources on public speaking out there but not much on how to attract investors via public speaking. This is, in part, the point of this book—to show how public speaking weaves into creating
your overall investor funnel and can help you consistently attract investors.
The best way to get started in public speaking if you are at ground zero is through podcasts. You can
host your own podcast or just get interviewed on other people’s podcasts. This way the conversation is
light, there is no live audience, and typically it is just audio only, so there are far less things to worry
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about. I know one person who has built up 850 accredited investor leads and raised $100M through a
radio show and another who is at $750M in assets built up through the podcast and published books,
which are just transcriptions of this podcast. These are extreme examples, but these professionals stuck
mostly to pure audio formats and did amazingly well without building out a full funnel from the start.
Over time, by just focusing on what is practical and easy as a form of communication, the rest will seem
just as easy, if not easier, than this first step.
If you really don’t see yourself writing, and most struggle with sitting down to do so, then speaking conversationally for a podcast is the next best thing.
Note: If you are a charter member, we even have a free certification program on the niche area. To get
access to this program as a member of the Family Office Club, please email Jennifer@FamilyOffices.com for details.
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Chapter 11: Videos
Using video can help you attract investors and close more deals in dozens of ways. It makes it so that
you can be genuine, be authentic, add value, and make a personal connection. People remember faces
better than logos. They connect with and look at faces faster than an abstract image. If they shake your
hand for two minutes at an event and then you follow up via email, they may not know who you are. So
having an email signature with your face on it, having a link to the video, texting them a video, having
them watch your videos, and retargeting your investor leads on social media with educational videos, are
all things that can be super helpful. I know a few people who are using videos very effectively and raising
capital.
Here is an example of an effective email signature that looks night and day more professional, more
action oriented, more credible, and easier to navigate than just ending your email with “Richard” and
nothing else. I don’t know how many times I needed to call someone because one of us was running late
to a call or meeting or I wanted to provide their number to someone and their email signature is literally
just their first name. This is Business 101, so fix this right away as it doesn’t cost much or anything to do
so.
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A big mistake is thinking your video has to be a masterpiece. If you think that way, like most of your competition,
you’ll never produce anything, while people like me are constantly putting out helpful resources. It’s about being
authentic and genuine, adding real value, sharing your expertise, and documenting your journey and then the synergy of
everything you’re learning by sharing it. You’ll learn faster
because people will see you as a source of knowledge and
expertise and as a hub of connections because sharing
knowledge makes you hyper connected. You’re the one
who’s going to get asked to write a book, to speak on stage, or to be on a podcast. Then you get more
connected, have better insights, and are more articulate. You have more and better deal flow and more
value to investors, and this is a viral, vitreous circle. I recorded a video (makes sense, right?) to explain
this concept when I spoke at an investor event in Colorado recently, and you can view it at
http://PitchDecks.com/Document.
If you want to get a wide variety of templates, ideas, examples, and format types of videos, check out
the 250+ videos we have posted to YouTube. Not every video is popular or a content masterpiece, but
some were recorded to share an insight, to make an important point for an investor or client type, or to
add a dimension to a book we were publishing at the time: https://www.youtube.com/user/familyofficesgroup/videos. I think that what we have done consistently is produce things that are related to
what investors are asking me about every day. Essentially, if we know that it’s a complaint of investors
about performance fees, high fees, or people not being clear on their structure, we’ll record content on
that. I recently recorded a video on seven strategies to get better valuations when investing in companies.
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The average investor does not put any investment into attracting deals; they look to their network and
those pitching them. They don’t have a process to get excellent deal flow, they don’t know how to do deal
origination, and they are for sure not creating videos on their niche area and getting deals that way. This
means your ability to create credible content here helps you attract the investor, get better quality deals,
and close the investor by showing them the funnel you have created. It is a nice benefit that a strategy that
you may be purely motivated to do to attract investor leads would also help you on these other levels. I
hosted a workshop in New York, and someone raised their hand and said, “Some people are going to judge
us or may think less of us if they see us creating videos. We have never done that before.” It was a fair
question, but my response was multifold to kill this objection. Here is why that is not a valid concern to
stop you from documenting your journey and sharing insights via video:
1. If your intent is to add genuine value, authentic insights, new ideas, creative combinations of
ideas, or case studies as you learn, then many people will appreciate what you post.
2. There are 250,000 people globally worth over $30M, and there are over 55,000 people worth
$100M or more. You only need 50 from the first group and 10 investors from the second and
your entire life changes. You are not out to attract everyone. Who cares if some do not like
the approach as long as your target market gets and appreciates the value.
3. It is better to not be liked by some than not known to exist by almost everyone. Nobody will
disapprove if you hide under a rock, because you are not in front of them in the lunch line.
Forget those who judge, and add value first at every turn.
4. If nothing else, create a two- to three-minute video of the founder articulating your strategy,
and then host in-depth webinars monthly with Q&A from potential investors or going deep
on your strategy or with an industry expert that everyone respects. That is conservative valueadd content that could be conference/workshop quality in terms of depth and preparation. Who
is going to criticize that? (And again, who cares?)
I want to reemphasize what I said at the start of the book: The value is in doing what everyone else is not
doing. This is where there is an arbitrage to gain attention. Once everyone starts doing something, the
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value gap closes, and the market becomes efficient. Only 1–5% of your competition is using video or
video in combination with public talks, social media, or an investor funnel.
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Chapter 12: Benchmark Surveys & Special Reports
With benchmark studies and special reports are something I mentioned a little bit earlier. We don’t
have time to go into great depth, but it can be very helpful to have at least one to three white papers on the
topics that are most important to due diligence in your space and the future of your space. Show off your
insights, and wear your best ideas on your sleeve. When people wanted to sell CDs or records in the olden
days, they didn’t put the worst song on the radio; they put the best one because that’s what attracts people.
It’s your best ideas that are easy to understand and get, and they can be put into use. If people put your
ideas into use before becoming a client, they’re much more likely to become a client later on.
Just make sure you make those visual and practical, not 22 pages long. Make it concise, make sure
that you get straight to the point, and make it implementable; you’re not saying, “If you want those super
secrets, come engage with us.” In this pitch deck right here, in this webinar, you’re getting many ideas
that you can use and take, whether or not you’ve ever worked with PitchDecks.com, become a member of
the Family Office Club, etc. That is a way to add value, so you can see immediately that we have many
more ideas that we can share and that you will get by coming to our workshops or by working with us. It
also plants in your mind that these aren’t people just trying to hock us something that doesn’t actually
have value.
We’re showing we have a lot of value to share, and if you do that with investors, it shows confidence
and abundance. Investors want value first through education, connections, referrals, a lead, or something
for their operating business. If you’re not careful, your area of investments will look like a sandbox anyone
can stumble into. What you really want to have happen is for it to look like a castle.
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You want someone to look at your niche position and say, “Wow, that person is very well positioned.
They are the expert on that space. They’re doing
very well in that space. They’ve defended it with
all this intellectual property content.”
Everyone gets excited about being in a niche
position, like “Oh, we’re the number one hospitality investment group in the city of Austin.” That
might be exciting to say, but to position yourself
as such, you have to be part of the local associations. You have to speak. You have to write
content. You have to network. You have to figure
out who the top trusts in the state attorneys are.
You have to figure out how to get the best deal
flow in the space. A lot of people don’t want to do
that homework, and so they don’t have a funnel.
They don’t have a strong position.
I have a checklist of some of the things that we just covered: articles, videos, marketing folders,
special reports, speeches, podcasts, public speaking, or writing a handbook or a book such as this book
here, How to Start a Family Office, or our book , Single Family Office Book. You can get those for free at
FamilyOffices.com our book on capital raising at CapitalRaising.com. I would love for you to check those
out.
Ask yourself, which of these 10 assets do you not have, and which three do you want to create next?
You want to be on other people’s podcasts at least, to kind of test the water, see if you like that environment
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and if you get leads from it. Do you want to start writing articles? Do you want to start speaking publicly
at a local group that could get you deals that would in turn get you more respect from investors if you
have better deals?
Everyone says, by the way, “Oh, I’ve got so many deals. I just need more investors.” There’s really
no shortage of deal flow, but if their deal flow is amazing, investors will reply more often, and they are
more likely to get to the finish line and invest.
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Section Two Exercise Worksheet
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Chapter 13: Conclusion
I hope you got more than you expected out of his book, additional insights, tools to help you pitch,
strategies to help make you more effective in all of your work with investors, and ideas on how to get in
front of and attract more investors each quarter. Constantly learning more through our workshops, investor summits and investor relations agency work is what keeps things exciting here for our team.
7 Key Points
Here are seven quick takeaways from what we have covered in this book:
1. Value is created by filling the space others are leaving open, the white space. Do what the
competition is not, and address the pain points of investors that most are not providing solutions to.
2. The most valuable investors are the busiest; they have the least amount of time to assess what
to invest their time in. This is why you must have a one-liner, an optimized brand, a teaser
(not just a deck), and key visuals on your value-add process, timeline/track record, and assets
so that you can show your value at a glimpse.
3. Marketing materials are different from pitch materials. Marketing materials get you potential
investors to pitch, while the pitch/sales materials help you work toward close.
4. Most capital raisers focus completely on the pitch deck and the offer; they don’t have teasers
or any marketing materials to help them attract prospects.
5. Pitch materials help you take them to a close. You’re high-conviction trust building. Think
about when you look at everything within your investment organization. There’s a level one,
level two, level three, or level four. Is it driving people away just sitting there, working for
you a little bit, or is it really optimized and dialed in and you’re proud of it? Is it really helping
the momentum?
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6. Every piece of your marketing and pitch materials should be dialed in and customized to your
investor avatar, their needs, and your strengths that are most unique when compared to the
competition.
Next, make a checklist and creation list to figure out what you need to make next. No one will take
your offering more seriously than you take it yourself. If it doesn’t look professional, they’re going to
assume you’re not the most professional firm and just move on. People get hundreds of deals. If you’re
trying to raise more than $200,000 or $500,000 per check, those investors often see a good amount of deal
flow, if not a ton of deal flow if they have a formalized family office. You’re not going to survive in the
jungle going to random people who they see you as someone who’s just one of the 100 pitching them if
you do what you did when you went to friends and family. If you don’t have a warm referral in there, you
really have to put your best foot forward.
One tool to be aware of and keep in mind is investor databases. The most important to realize in using
these is that everyone gets far too many emails these days. Emailing someone cold is not recommended,
unless you have some connection to them, their investment focus, their location, etc. The best use is to
send value-add direct mail to reach out when you will be in their city and to look at what they do and
figure out how to add value to them first. The lazy approach that everyone wants to take is to email 500
of them and see who responds. Trust me—it will be almost nobody. The point of having a database is to
build a genuine relationship with the best investor leads you can related to your area of focus and then to
have two or three more meetings every time you travel or in your local city each quarter so you can grow
your investor relationships. To see the 42 investor directories we provide, please visit http://FamilyOfficeDatabases.com.
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Free Full-Day Workshop on Pitch Decks
To ensure that you get value from this book and to help you implement our ideas, we would like to
provide you with 100% free access to our Investment Pitch Prep Workshop in digital format. This is a
five-hour workshop that we host in three to four cities a year that goes over the content provided in this
book and provides real case studies, updated examples, questions from the audience, and insights we are
not able to fit into a small book such as this. To access this recording, please email Andres@PitchDecks.com, and we will get it right over to you.
Remember the .1% rule. If you’re raising $5 million, consider investing at least $5,000 in a decent
pitch deck and teaser. If you’re raising $30 million, invest $30,000 in getting a great rollout of materials.
One way to look at it is just to raise $30 million plus $30,000. Then the materials didn’t cost you anything.
Or it’s going to take you less time because it’s going to look excellent and build trust from a distance via
emails, phone calls, etc. Take high-conviction actions; show commitment to your space, professionalism,
alignment, and integrity at every turn; and leverage outsourcing tools and resources as much as you can.
If you would like a quote from our team at http://PitchDecks.com/Packages, please visit the website and
fill out the form to speak with Andres Ospina on our team. Our rates range from $2,450–$8,333/month,
depending on your level of need. Essentially, we can provide you with a team of five design and marketing
professionals and insights we have gained over 13 years on strategy for less than the cost of a fresh college
graduate being added to your team.
Investor Club Membership
We only take on a few clients per quarter, so for most of you, I realize this retainer price is not in
your budget. I hope you simply got to take away 20 insights from this book—many things you could
implement now and some strategies to keep in mind. I also hope through this publication you can see the
type of insights and helpful ideas we can provide at our live workshops and investor summits within the
Family Office Club. If you would like to explore our digital membership to gain access to 550 investor
interviews within our member portal or join as a full Charter Member so you can come to any of our 20
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live investor club events per year, please explore those options here: http://FamilyOffices.com/Association.
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